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ON THE HISTORY OF PÓÔINIAN GRAMMAR 
IN THE EARLY CENTURIES FOLLOWING PATAÑJALI 





1.1. Vt. 15 to P. 3.1.87 reads: s®jiyujo˙ ßyaµstu. Patañjali explains (Mbh. II, p. 69, 1.15-16): 
s®jiyujyo˙ sakarmakayo˙ kartå bahulaµ karmavad bhavat¥ti vaktavyam / ßyaµstu bhavati / “It 
must be stated that the agent of [the roots] s®j and yuj, when they have an object (karman), is 
often like the object. But [the vikaraˆa] is [not yaK, but] ÍyaN.” The effect of the agent’s 
being like the object is that, instead of active endings, the verb will take passive endings, i.e., 
yaK (P. 3.1.67), Åtmanepada (P. 1.3.13), CiÔ (P. 3.1.66). The present vårttika prescribes 
ÍyaN instead of yaK, which results in a different accent (P. 6.1.197), but Åtmanepada and 
CiÔ remain. The examples in the Bhå∑ya illustrating this vårttika are: s®jyate målåm and 
asarji målåm for s®j; yujyate brahmacår¥ yogam for yuj (Mbh. II, p. 69, 1.16-18). 
 It is clear that the first and the last of these three examples would be accounted for by 
an occurrence of yuj and s®j in the fourth gaˆa (divådi) of the Dhåtupå†ha. The present stem of 
the roots of this gaˆa takes the vikaraˆa ÍyaN (P. 3.1.69). An anudåtta vowel added as a 
marker would bring about Åtmanepada endings by P. 1.3.12. It is, however, equally clear that 
the vårttika and the Bhå∑ya discussed above show that yuj and s®j were not found in the fourth 
gaˆa of the Dhåtupå†ha at that time. 
 But they are found in the fourth gaˆa of all versions of the Dhåtupå†ha that have come 
down to us, Påˆinian and non-Påˆinian (Palsule, 1955: 110, 150)! The root yuj occurs thrice 
in the Påˆinian Dhåtupå†ha: IV.68 yujA samådhau; VII.7 yujìR yoge; X.264 yujA 
saµyamane; the root s®j twice: IV.69 s®jA visarge; VI.121 s®já visarge. Both roots are 
represented in the fourth gaˆa. 
 
1.2. We must conclude that yuj and s®j were added to the fourth gaˆa of the Dhåtupå†ha after 
Patañjali. The fact that the two roots occur brotherly together in the fourth gaˆa (IV.68 and 
69) also shows that they were added under the influence of the vårttika and Bhå∑ya discussed 
above. Phrases [358] like yujyate yogam and s®jyate målåm do not seem to occur anywhere in 
Sanskrit literature except the Mahåbhå∑ya. 
 It is not possible to assume that Patañjali (or even Kåtyåyana) added yuj and s®j to the 
fourth gaˆa of the Dhåtupå†ha. Addition of these two roots to the fourth gaˆa is not even 
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recommended in the Bhå∑ya.1 Moreover, even after yuj and s®j had found a place in the fourth 
gaˆa, a special statement would remain necessary to make affixing of CiÔ possible (in asarji); 
without such a statement the modified Dhåtupå†ha would not make the Bhå∑ya which is at the 
base of the modification completely superfluous. 
 
1.3. Who then made this change in the Dhåtupå†ha? Obviously someone who wanted to 
improve upon Påˆini’s grammar. Our thoughts go to the makers of new grammars after 
Påˆini. The earliest whose Dhåtupå†ha is preserved is Candra/Candragomin.2 
 The Cåndra Dhåtupå†ha does indeed contain the two roots yuj and s®j together in the 
fourth gaˆa: CDhp. IV.114 and 115. There is however reason to believe that Candra was not 
the first to put them there: 
 In Candra’s grammar no special rules should be needed to account for yujyate 
(brahmacår¥ yogam) and s®jyate (målåm). The presence of yuj and s®j in the fourth gaˆa of its 
Dhåtupå†ha should suffice. There is, indeed, no rule for the formation of yujyate. For the 
formation of s®jyate (målåm), on the other hand, there are two rules, C. 1.4.103-04. These 
rules read: 
 
C. 1.3.103: s®ja˙ ßråddhe “[Åtmanepada endings come] after s®j when it concerns a 
faithful [person].” 
C. 1.4.104: ße ßyan “[Under the same circumstances,] in [the tenses and moods where 
the vikaraˆa] Ía [should be used] ÍyaN [is used].” 
 
Ía is the vikaraˆa of the sixth (rudhådi) gaˆa, also in Candra’s grammar. The above sËtras 
therefore presuppose that s®j occurs in the sixth gaˆa of the Cåndra Dhåtupå†ha, but not in the 
fourth! As it is, s®j occurs in both (CDhp. IV.115 and VI.110). 
 It is not possible to assume that s®j was added to the fourth gaˆa of the Cåndra 
Dhåtupå†ha by a later hand. There would be no need for that on account of C. 1.4.103-104. It 
is, on the other hand, understandable why Candra should have composed the rules C. 1.4.103-
104 (and 105: see below) even if he had s®j already in the fourth gaˆa of his Dhåtupå†ha. The 
reason [359] would be that the presence of s®j in the fourth gaˆa accounts for the form s®jyate, 
but says nothing about the special meaning which this expression conveys. Immediately 
following the Bhå∑ya passage which we studied in § 1.1, Patañjali says (Mbh. II, p. 69, l. 16): 
s®je˙ ßraddhopapanne kartari karmavadbhåvo våcyaß ciˆåtmanepadårtha˙ “When the agent of 
[the root] s®j is endowed with faith, it must be stated that [he] is like the object, for the sake of 
CiÔ and Åtmanepada.” We see that Candra took care that the expression s®jyate would 
convey the meaning intended by Patañjali. 
                                                
1 Some such recommendations are made with respect to the Gaˆapå†ha. See § 3, below. 
2 Thieme (1932: 239-40 (526)) and Palsule (1961: 38-41, 49-51) have made it probable that the Kåtantra 
Dhåtupå†ha preserved in Tibetan (ed. Liebich, 1930: 216-32) is a late composition and that the Kåtantra 
grammar made use of and was based on the Påˆinian Dhåtupå†ha. Another Kåtantra Dhåtupå†ha may have been 
composed by Durgasiµha on the model of the Cåndra Dhåtupå†ha (Palsule, 1961: 49-52). 
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 Candra’s concern with Patañjali’s Mahåbhå∑ya becomes even clearer in the 
immediately following sËtra, C. 1.4.105. We know that the presence of s®j in the fourth gaˆa 
cannot account for asarji (målåm), one of the examples given by Patañjali. This sËtra makes 
up for that: 
 
C. 1.4.105: lu∫i te ciˆ “When lU‹ [in the form] ta follows, CiÔ [comes after s®j when 
the agent is a faithful person].” 
 
It is of some importance to note that Candra’s grammar throughout adheres to Patañjali’s 
Mahåbhå∑ya, and can indeed be described as “embodying all the suggestions and corrections 
of Kåtyåyana and Patañjali” (Chatterji, 1953: v). We shall meet with further instances 
illustrating this as we proceed, and shall be able to base some valuable inferences on a few 
oversights on the part of Candra. 
 
1.4. It is reasonable to conclude that Candra composed his Dhåtupå†ha on the basis of 
another one which already contained s®j, and yuj as well, in the fourth gaˆa. This conclusion 
is only possible if we assume that Candra was somewhat careless with respect to his 
Dhåtupå†ha (which should be without s®j). There is some independnt evidence in support of 
this. 
 On a number of occasions Candra mentions verbal roots in his sËtras which do not 
occur in his Dhåtupå†ha: stambhU, stumbhU, skambhU,3 skumbhU in C. 1.1.99; såtI in C. 
1.1.144; ®t in C. 1.1.48; ju in C. 1.2.99 (and in the V®tti4 on C. 1.2.103). This would obviously 
not have been possible without at least some amount of carelessness on the part of Candra 
with regard to his Dhåtupå†ha. 
 
1.5. At this point a small excursus will prove valuable. With regard to all the roots 
enumerated above — which are present in Candra’s sËtras but not in his Dhåtupå†ha —, the 
Kåßikå says, under the corresponding Påˆinian sËtras [360] (3.1.82; 138; 29 and 3.2.150 
(& 156) respectively), that they are sautra dhåtu, roots only occuring in the sËtras, not in the 
Dhåtupå†ha. This shows that the authors of the Kåßikå did not feel at liberty to make changes 
in the Dhåtupå†ha. Rather, they looked upon it as an unchangeable part of Påˆini’s grammar. 
This is hown again by a remark in the Kåßikå on P. 7.3.34. Here the question is raised about 
how the forms udyama and uparama are to be justified. The reply is: they are explicitly 
mentioned in a∂a udyame (Dhp. I.380) and yama uparame (Dhp. I.1033) respectively (katham 
udyamoparamau? a∂a udyame, yama uparame iti nipåtanåd anugantavyau). The whole of the 
                                                
3 ∑†abhI, stabhI and skabhI occur in the Cåndra Dhåtupå†ha. That these roots must be distinguished from 
stambhU and skambhU, follows from the fact that the marker U plays a role in certain derivations (C. 5.4.117). 
Note further the presence in Candra’s Dhåtupå†ha of roots like ßranbhU (I.415), ancU (I.590), and pairs like lu†I 
(I.111) and luˆ†A (X.18), ßrathI (I.330) and ßranthA (IX.30). 
4 The evidence collected by Birwé (1968) supports the view that Candra himself wrote the V®tti; cf. Scharfe, 
1977: 164-65. 
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Dhåtupå†ha, including the meaning entries, was apparently considered by the authors of the 
Kåßikå as Påˆini’s own word, in which no alterations should be made (cf. Bronkhorst, 1981b: 
§ 5.3). 
 
1.6. There is another argument against the assumption that Candra was the first who inserted 
yuj and s®j into the fourth gaˆa of the Dhåtupå†ha. The question it would leave unanswered is 
why the Påˆin¥yas should have taken into their own Dhåtupå†ha these two roots from 
Candra’s. There can be no doubt that the later Påˆin¥yas did not borrow their Dhåtupå†ha 
from Candra. This follows from the fact that the first two roots of the Påˆinian Dhåtupå†ha 
are bhË, edh. This was already the case in the time of Patañjali (see Mbh. I, p. 254, l. 12). The 
first two roots of the Cåndra Dhåtupå†ha, on the other hand, are bhË, cit. 
 This argument cannot be used, at any rate not with the same force, against the 
assumption that the author of the earlier Kåtantra grammar inserted yuj and s®j into the fourth 
gaˆa. That is to say, it cannot be used if we believe, with Thieme (1932: 239-40 (526)) and 
Palsule (1961: 49-51), that the Kåtantra grammar made use of the Påˆinian Dhåtupå†ha. The 
Kåtantra, moreover, shows signs of being acquainted with Kåtyåyana’s vårttikas and 
Patañjali’s Mahåbhå∑ya (Thieme, 1932: 239 (526)), so that there was a reason to add yuj and 
s®j to the fourth gaˆa. 
 None the less, it is hard to believe that the author of the Kåtantra added yuj and s®j to 
the fourth gaˆa. The Kåtantra is an elementary grammar which does not aim at the 
completeness and sophistication of Påˆini’s grammar. It is hardly probable that its author took 
the trouble of revising the Dhåtupå†ha in order to account for such unusual phrases as yujyate 
brahmacår¥ yogam and s®jyate målåm. 
[361] 
 This same difficulty attaches to the Kaumåralåta, which the Kåtantra appears to be a 
revision of (Lüders, 1930: 716 f.). It is hard to believe that its author Kumåralåta brought 
about the changes in the Dhåtupå†ha which we are investigating. 
 
1.7. The above considerations drive us to the one remaining option: In the time preceding 
Candra grammarians of the Påˆinian tradition were working to perfect Påˆini’s grammar. 
These grammarians knew Kåtyåyana’s vårttikas and Patañjali’s Mahåbhå∑ya but rather than 
studying these works in their own right, they continued the work begun by these two authors. 
Where Kåtyåyana and Patañjali noted that Påˆini’s grammar failed to generate yujyate 
(brahmacår¥ yogam) and s®jyate (målåm), our anonymous grammarians made such changes in 
the Dhåtupå†ha so that Påˆini’s grammar was able to generate these forms. It seems further 
that they did not follow Kåtyåyana and Patañjali slavishly, for the changes introduced in the 
Dhåtupå†ha do not account for asarji (målåm), also mentioned in the Mahåbhå∑ya. With 
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respect to this last point, however, we must be careful: we do not know if our grammarians 
had not made changes in other parts of the grammar to account for asarji. 
 
1.8. We insert here a second excursus. The chapter on Patañjali’s philosophy in 
Såyaˆamådhava’s Sarvadarßanasaµgraha contains a passage which is of interest to us for two 
different reasons. It reads (p. 346, 1.147 – p. 347, 1.165): 
 
nanu yujir yoga iti saµyogårthatayå paripa†hitåd yujer ni∑panno yogaßabda˙ 
saµyogavacana eva syån na tu nirodhavacana˙/ …/ tad etad vårtam/ …/ dhåtËnåm 
anekårthatvena yuje˙ samådhyarthatvopapatte[˙]…/ ata eva kecana yujiµ samådhåv 
api pa†hanti yuja samådhåv iti/ 
“Objection: The word ‘Yoga’, since it is derived from [the root] yuj which is 
enumerated in the sense ‘conjunction’ (saµyoga) in [Dhp. VII.7] yujir yoge ‘yujIR in 
[the sense] “junction”’ should be only expressive of [the sense] ‘conjunction’, but not 
[should it be] expressive of [the sense] ‘destruction’ (nirodha). … [Reply:] This 
[statement] is worthless. … Because [the root] yuj can have the sense ‘mental 
absorption’ (samådhi) on account of the fact that roots have many senses. … For this 
very reason some read [the root] yuj also in [the sense] ‘mental absorption’, thus: 
yujA samådhau.” 
[362] 
1.8.1. The first thing to be noted is that according to Såyaˆamådhava only some read the entry 
yujA samådhau in their Dhåtupå†ha. This is the entry which was added to the fourth gaˆa 
some time after Patañjali and before Candra. The problem is that this entry occurs in the 
fourth gaˆa of all Sanskrit Dhåtupå†has which have come down to us, Påˆinian and non-
Påˆinian. Do we have to believe that Såyaˆamådhava still knew versions of the Dhåtupå†ha 
without this entry? 
 A more plausible explanation of Såyaˆamådhava’s remarkis possible. For this purpose a 
few words must be said about the relationship between the author of the 
Sarvadarßanasaµgraha, and Såyaˆa, son of Måyaˆa, the author of the Mådhav¥yå Dhåtuv®tti, 
the most extensive and informativecommentary on the Påˆinian Dhåtupå†ha ever written (as 
far as we can tell). With regard to this, two points of view are possible; it seems that the 
weight of evidence slightly favours the second. Narasimhachar (1916: 20) has argued that the 
author of the Sarvadarßanasaµgraha (Mådhava, son of Såyaˆa) was the son of the author of 
the Mådhav¥yå Dhåtuv®tti. Anantalal Thakur, on the other hand, has produced evidence that 
the Sarvadarßanasaµgraha was composed by someone called ‘Cannibha††a’, who must have 
been the son of Såyaˆa’s preceptor (Thakur, 1961: 524-25). Either way, the author of the 
Sarvadarßanasaµgraha was closely acquainted with the author of the Mådhav¥ya Dhåtuv®tti. 
 Well, the Mådhav¥ya Dhåtuv®tti has this to say about the entry yujA samådhau (p. 426): 
 
samådhiß cittanirodha˙, tenåyam akarmaka˙/ … yujyate brahmacår¥ yogam ity etad 
api ‘s®jiyujyoß ßyaµstu’ iti sakarmakasya kartu˙ karmavadbhåvaßyanor vidhånåd 
yujyate/ 
“Mental absorption (samådhi) is destruction [of the fluctuations] of the mind, 
therefore this [root yuj] is intransitive. … Also the [expression] yujyate brahmacår¥ 
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yogam is proper, because in [vt. 15 to P. 3.1.87] s®jiyujyoß ßyaµstu it has been 
prescribed that the agent of the transitive [root yuj] is like the object, [and also] ÍyaN 
[has there been prescribed].” 
 
No mention is made of other Dhåtupå†has which are without the entry yujA samådhau. But 
quite clearly it did not escape Såyaˆa’s attention that this entry made the vårttika quoted 
partially superfluous. It is true that the [363] difficulty is explained away. But it is impossible 
to believe that Såyaˆa — who so often makes mention of the differences between the versions 
of the Dhåtupå†ha — had not considered the possibility that the entry yujA samådhau was an 
addition to the Dhåtupå†ha. Indeed, the statement in the Sarvadarßanasaµgraha which is under 
discussion, may ultimately be the expression of a suspicion, or even of a privately held belief, 
of Såyaˆa the author of the Mådhav¥yå Dhåtuv®tti. 
 One more circumstance strengthens this supposition. The Sarvadarßanasaµgraha, in the 
passage which we are studying, presupposes the identity of samådhi (mental absorption) and 
nirodha (destruction [of the fluctuations of the mind]), as if that were a matter of course. This 
identification is explicitly made in the passage from the Mådhav¥ya Dhåtuv®tti quoted above. 
It is clear that this identification was made under the influence of the Yogabhå∑ya: on sËtra 
1.1 the Yogabhå∑ya identifies Yoga and mental absorption (p. 1: yoga˙ samådhi˙), while 
sËtra 1.2 identifies Yoga and destruction of the fluctuations of the mind (p. 9: yogaß 
cittav®ttinirodha˙). But the direct identification samådhi = nirodha is extremely rare, if at all it 
occurs anywhere else besides the Mådhav¥yå Dhåtuv®tti. 
 We conclude that, even if we can not altogether discard the possibility that the author of 
the Sarvadarßanasaµgraha knew a Dhåtupå†ha without yujA samådhau, it is more likely that 
he was aware of the superfluity of this entry in the fourth gaˆa, possibly under the influence 
of Såyaˆa the author of the Mådhav¥yå Dhåtuv®tti. The statement that only some have this 
entry, in other words, that this entry is not original, may have been based on inference rather 
than on acquaintance with a Dhåtupå†ha without it. 
 
1.8.2.  Såyaˆamådhava (as we shall continue to call the author of the 
Sarvadarßanasaµgraha) also maintains that the entry yujA samådhau made its appearance in 
the Dhåtupå†ha because ‘Yoga’ already meant ‘mental absorption’ (samådhi). It seems, 
however, more likely that in reality the reverse process took place: ‘Yoga’ became, for certain 
authors, synonymous with samådhi as a result of the existence of the entry yujA samådhau in 
the Dhåtupå†ha. 
 Not until the later Upani∑ads does the word ‘Yoga’ refer to the set of spiritual practices 
among which ‘mental absorption’ plays an important role5 (Garbe, 1896: 35; Deussen, 1920: 
345). There is noreason to doubt that this sense of the word was no more than a specialization 
                                                
5 There is no reason to think that yoga in the Taittir¥ya Up. 2.4 has the sense here under discussion. 
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of its more general [364] sense ‘disciplined activity, earnest striving’, which seems to be “the 
common denominator of all the epic definitions of Yoga” (Edgerton, 1924: 38). 
 The fact that the entry yujA samådhau was added to the Dhåtupå†ha, does not 
necessarily mean that the word ‘Yoga’ had accepted a new meaning. Meaning entries in the 
Dhåtupå†ha, Kaiya†a observed, are illustrative (Bronkhorst, 1981b: § 5.1) and do not 
necessarily exhaust the whole range of meanings of the roots. Certainly mental absorptions 
(samådhi) belonged to the spiritual practices covered by the word ‘Yoga’ (see, e.g., 
Maitråyaˆ¥ya Up. 6.18) even if it did not exhaust the latter’s meaning. 
 The situation changed, possibly under the influence of yujA samådhau in the 
Dhåtupå†ha. The author of the Yogabhå∑ya identified Yoga and samådhi6 (above, § 1.8.1). 
This was taken over in the Mådhav¥yå Dhåtuv®tti and the Sarvadarßanasaµgraha, as we saw 
above (§ 1.8.1). The same identification is found in other schools of thought. Aparårkadeva’s 
Nyåyamuktåval¥, a commentary on Bhåsarvajña’s Nyåyasåra, gives as the opinion of “the 
teachers” that mental absorption is the most perfect Yoga (part 2, p. 145, l. 19-20: samådhir 
evåtyantaprakar∑aµ gato yoga ity åcåryå˙). Kauˆ∂inya’s Pañcårthabhå∑ya, a Påßupata work, 
speaks about “Yoga characterized by mental absorption” (p. 6, l. 13: samådhilak∑aˆe yoge). 
The Jainendra Siddhånta Koßa (IV, p. 338, s.v. samådhi) gives a quotation from a Jaina work, 
the Råjavårtika, which refers to the Dhåtupå†ha: yuje˙ samådhivacanasya yoga˙ samådhi˙ 
dhyånam ity anarthåntaram. And PËjyapåda’s Sarvårthasiddhi identifies Yoga and samådhi 
while commenting on sËtra 6.12 of the Tattvårtha SËtra (p. 248). 
 
1.9. Another change introduced into the Dhåtupå†ha is pointed out in the Kåßikå on P. 7.4.3. 
This sËtra (bhråjabhåsabhå∑ad¥paj¥vam¥lap¥∂åm anyatarasyåm; it is commented upon in the 
Mahåbhå∑ya) prescribes optional shortening of the penultimate long vowel of a number of 
roots — among them bhråj and bhås — before Ôi-Ca‹. The preceding rule P. 7.4.2 
(någlopißåsv®ditåm) prohibits such shortening in roots which have a marker Ù. Well, both 
bhråj and bhås have a marker Ù in the Dhåtupå†ha (Dhp. I.194: bhråjÙ d¥ptau; I.875: 
ÈUbhråjÙ d¥ptau; I.655: bhåsÙ d¥ptau). The Kåßikå rightly remarks (II, p. 860): bhråjabhåsor 
®ditkaraˆam apåˆin¥yam. 
 The Cåndra-Vyåkaraˆa contains the same inconsistency. C. 6.1.62-63 are virtually 
identical with P. 7.4.2-3; CDhp. I.364, 558, 456 are essentially identical with Dhp. I.194, 875, 
655. Already Candra observed the superfluity [365] of the marker Ù in bhråjÙ and bhåsÙ 
(V®tti on C. 6.1.63: bhråjabhåsor ®dupalak∑aˆatvaµ hrasvatvaprati∑edhårtham anarthakam). 
This shows that this change was introduced before Candra. 
                                                
6 Aßvagho∑a, in his Saundarananda XVI.33, seems to identify Yoga with sm®ti and samådhi combined. This 
verse reads: nyåyena satyåbhigamåya (so Johnston, 1932: 92 n. 33, and ed. Haraprasad Shastri, p. 103) yuktå 
samyak sm®ti˙ samyag atho samådhi˙/ idaµ dvayaµ yogavidhau prav®ttaµ ßamåßrayaµ cittaparigrahåya// 
“Right attention used in accordance with the plan in order to approach the Truths and right concentration of 
thought, these two, based on tranquillity, should be practised in the department of Yoga for the mastery of the 
mind” (tr. Johnston, 1932: 92). See also Saundarananda XVII.4. 







2. We have seen (§ 1.5) that the authors of the Kåßikå did not feel free to make changes in 
the Dhåtupå†ha as it had come down to them, that they looked upon it as the work of Påˆini. 
We may expect that they looked upon the SËtrapå†ha and Gaˆapå†ha in the same way. Unlike 
the Dhåtupå†ha, the SËtrapå†ha and Gaˆapå†ha are completely contained in the Kåßikå. 
Respect for their form may have preserved features introduced into them in the time before 
Candra. We shall therefore compare the SËtra- and Gaˆapåtha as they are known from the 
Kåßikå and from the Mahåbhå∑ya. We shall start with the SËtrapå†ha (remainder of § 2), and 
then turn to the Gaˆapå†ha (§ 3). Kielhorn (1887: 184 (232)) has shown that in the case of 58 
rules the text of the A∑†ådhyåy¥ given in the Kåßikå differs from the text known to Kåtyåyana 
and Patañjali. 
 
2.1. The authors of the Kåßikå did not themselves change the sËtras of the A∑†ådhyåy¥. This 
is confirmed by the circumstance that the changes are not always in full agreement with the 
opinions of the authors of the Kåßikå: 
 
2.1.1. P. 1.3.29 reads, in the Kåßikå: samo gamy®cchipracchisvaratyartißruvidibhya˙. The 
original reading must have been: samo gamy®cchibhyåm (Kielhorn, 1887: 181 (229)); the 
roots vidipracchisvarati and artißru were added in accordance with vt. 1 and 2 to this rule 
(Mbh. I, p. 282, l. 11 and 14). But vt. 2 also prescribes that d®ß must be added. This root is not 
present in the sËtra as the Kåßikå has it. The reason is not that the authors of the Kåßikå held 
an opinion different from Kåtyåyana’s, for the Kåßikå contains, in the commentary, a special 
prescription to include d®ß. 
 
2.1.2. P. 3.1.126 reads, in the Kåßikå: åsuyuvapirapilapitrapicamaß ca. As Kielhorn (1887: 
181 (229)) observed, lapi appears to have been inserted on the basis of vt. 3 on P. 3.1.124 
(Mbh. II, p. 88, l. 10). However, this vårttika also mentions dabhi, which has not been taken 
into the sËtra in the Kåßikå. [366] The Kåßikå, none the less, agrees with Kåtyåyana, for it 
deals with this root in the commentary on P. 3.1.126. 
 
2.1.3. P. 3.3.122 reads, in the Kåßikå: adhyåyanyåyodyåvasaµhårådhåråvåyåß ca. The words 
ådhårå and åvåya have been added from vt. 1 on P. 3.3.121. If this addition had been made by 
the authors of the Kåßikå, then the word avahåra (which is also mentioned in the vårttika) 
would have been made part of the sËtra as well, for avahåra is given in the commentary on P. 
3.3.122. 
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2.1.4. P. 4.2.43 reads, in the Kåßikå, gråmajanabandhusahåyebhyas tal. The word sahåya has 
been taken from Patañjali’s note (Mbh. II, p. 279, l. 19), which also prescribes addition of 
gaja. The Kåßikå agrees, dealing with gaja in the commentary. If the authors of the Kåßikå 
had changed the sËtra, gaja would have become part of it. 
 
Not only the authors of the Kåßikå found the sËtras enumerated by Kielhorn in their changed 
form. There is reason to believe that for many sËtras the form which they have in the Kåßikå 
had become the form generally recognized in the Påˆinian tradition. When a vårttika or a 
remark by Patañjali presupposes a form of the sËtra different from what is found in the 
Kåßikå, Kaiya†a, the commentator on the Mahåbhå∑ya, often explains this vårttika or remark 
by Patañjali by pointing out that the sËtra is such-and-such, that certain words are later 
additions, or not coming from the Ù∑i (anår∑a). Kaiya†a’s remarks have been reproduced by 
Kielhorn (1887) and will not be repeated here. With regard to most them it can be said that 
they are unintelligible but for the assumption that the Påˆinian tradition preserved these sËtras 
in their later, changed form, as found in the Kåßikå. 
 
2.2. What do we know about the persons who changed the sËtras? Kielhorn (1887) has 
shown that changes were made under the influence of Patañjali’s Mahåbhå∑ya and 
Kåtyåyana’s vårttikas therein. It is, however, particularly interesting that the agreement with 
Patañjali and Kåtyåyana does not go all the way. We saw in § 2.1 four cases where the 
changer(s) of the sËtras differed in opinion from Kåtyåyana/Patañjali. The following are 
further cases: 
(i) P. 3.1.95 reads, in the Kåßikå: k®tyå˙ prå∫ ˆvula˙ “The addition of [367] the words prå∫ 
ˆvula˙ has been suggested by Kåtyåyana in his Vårt. 1 on Påˆini’s rule, but shown to be in 
reality superfluous in Vårt. 2” (Kielhorn, 1887: 181 (229)). The addition of these words 
would be to prevent that ÔvuL carry the name k®tya. However, this purpose is fulfilled 
without these words, by a jñåpaka (t®c in P. 3.3.169: arhe k®tyat®caß ca). The person who 
changed the sËtra apparently preferred an explicit statement to a conclusion drawn from a 
jñåpaka. 
(ii) P. 4.2.21 reads, in the Kåßikå: såsmin paurˆamås¥ti sañjñåyåm “The word saµjñåyåm has 
been added in accordance with Kåtyåyana’s Vårttikas on the rule, but has been declared 
superfluous by Patañjali” (Kielhorn, 1887: 181 (229)). It is superfluous according to Patañjali, 
because the word iti in the sËtra indicates that the suffix aÔ prescribed in this sËtra is only 
added “if there is desire to express [the intended meaning] from the [word obtained by adding 
this suffix]” (Mbh. II, p. 275, l. 13: tataß ced vivak∑å ). The person who changed the sËtra 
apparently preferred an explicit specification to an obscure interpretation of iti once again. 
(iii) P. 2.1.67 reads, both in the Kåßikå and in the Mahåbhå∑ya: yuvå 
khalatipalitavalinajarat¥bhi˙. Patañjali, and following him the Kåßikå, explain the somewhat 
confusing use of the feminine ending in jarat¥ by saying that it indicates the paribhå∑å 
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pråtipadikagrahaˆe li∫gavißi∑†asyåpi grahaˆam. But Jinendrabuddhi, in his Nyåsa (II, p. 89, l. 
25-27), tells us that “in another commentary” the last word of the sËtra is –jaradbhi˙, which 
removes the difficulty. We seem again confronted with a modification made by someone who 
disliked jñåpakas. 
 We conclude that the sËtras were changed by grammarians who were rather well 
acquainted with Patañjali’s Mahåbhå∑ya. They attempted to incorporate what they considered 
of value in the Mahåbhå∑ya into the A∑†ådhyåy¥. At the same time they felt free to disagree 
with Patañjali. They further preferred a clear, explicit formulation of sËtras to obscure hints. 
 
2.3. Were the sËtras changed before or after Candra? In other words, did Candra know the 
A∑†ådhyåy¥ in the form which it has in the Kåßikå, or in an earlier, perhaps the original, form? 
 This question is very difficult to answer because Candra’s grammar shows clearly that 
its author was a close student of the Mahåbhå∑ya, who incorporated much from that text into 
his grammar. Since the sËtras of the A∑†ådhyåy¥ were often changed under the influence of 
the Mahåbhå∑ya [368] (§ 2.2, above), the two processes were in a sense parallel to each other. 
Influence of one upon the other, and priority in time of one over the other, are therefore hard 
to prove. 
 Our only hope lies in the circumstance that the changes in the sËtras of the A∑†ådhyåy¥ 
show a certain amount of independence on the part of their makers vis-à-vis the opinion of 
Patañjali. Since Candra was a close follower of Patañjali, we may hope to discover a place 
where, out of negligence, he followed the modified sËtra of the A∑†ådhyåy¥ rather than the 
Mahåbhå∑ya. 
 
2.3.1. Candra was indeed a close follower of the Mahåbhå∑ya. This is most easily 
demonstrated by taking the sËtras of the A∑†ådhyåy¥ which had been changed under the 
influence of the Mahåbhå∑ya without following that work in all details (see § 2.1, above) as 
the point of departure. 
(i) P. 1.3.29 has in the Kåßikå the amplified form samo 
gamy®cchipracchisvaratyartißruvidibhya˙. The root d®ß, though mentioned in the 
Mahåbhå∑ya, is not included in the rule. The corresponding rule in Candra’s grammar (C. 
1.4.71) enumerates the same roots, plus d®ß: samo gam®cchipracchisv®ßruvettyartid®ßa˙. 
(ii) P. 3.1.126 has in the Kåßikå the amplified form åsuyuvapirapilapitrapicamaß ca. The root 
dabh, though mentioned in the Mahåbhå∑ya, is not included. The corresponding rule in 
Candra’s grammar (C. 1.1.133) enumerates the same roots, plus dabh: 
åsuyuvapirapilapitrapicamidabha˙. 
(iii) P. 4.2.43 has in the Kåßikå the amplified form gråmajanabandhusahåyebhyas tal. The 
word gaja, though mentioned in the Mahåbhå∑ya, is not included. The corresponding rule in 
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Candra’s grammar (C. 3.1.59) enumerates the same words, plus gaja: 
gråmajanagajabandhusahåyåt tal. 
 We learn from this that Candra followed the Mahåbhå∑ya more closely, with fewer 
reservations, than those who changed the sËtras of the A∑†ådhyåy¥. (This, together with § 2.1, 
shows, incidentally, that the view that the authors of the Kåßikå changed the sËtras under the 
influence of Candra’s grammar, is simply untenable. See also Birwé, 1958: 142-44.) It is not, 
however, possible to conclude from it anything regarding their mutual relation. The above 
evidence leaves the possibility open that Candra and the persons who changed sËtras of the 
A∑†ådhyåy¥ worked in complete independence from each other. 
 
2.3.2. The following case is different. P. 3.3.122 has in the Kåßikå the [369] amplified form 
adhyåyanyåyodyåvasaµhårådhåråyåvåß ca. We saw (§ 2.1) that the word avahårå, though 
mentioned in the Mahåbhå∑ya, is not included. We expect in Candra’s grammar the same list, 
plus avahårå. We find, in the V®tti on C. 1.3.101, this list: adhyåya, nyåya, udyåva, saµhåra, 
ådhåra, åvåya. Here too avahåra is lacking. 
 This mistake on the part of Candra is easily intelligible on the assumption that he knew 
the A∑†ådhyåy¥ (or at any rate P. 3.3.122) in its changed form, as found in the Kåßikå. Without 
this assumption it becomes virtually unintelligible. We conclude that the changes in some of 
the sËtras of the A∑†ådhyåy¥ were made before Candra, and were known to him.76a 
 
2.4. The question which remains unanswered is: did the pre-Candra grammarians make 
changes in sËtras which cannot be discovered with the help of Patañjali’s Mahåbhå∑ya? The 
question is not without importance. The changes that were discovered could be found with the 
help of the Mahåbhå∑ya (by Kielhorn, and before him by Kaiya†a and others). Without the 
Mahåbhå∑ya they would have remained unnoticed! That is to say, changes which cannot be 
discovered on the basis of the Mahåbhå∑ya — if such there are — could remain in the 
A∑†ådhyåy¥ without ever being recognized as such. 
 Kielhorn does not share our misgivings. He concludes his article about the changed 
sËtras in the Kåsikå in the following manner (1887: 184 (232)): 
 
Have the rules of the Ash†ådhyåy¥ since the time of the composition of the 
Mahåbhåshya undergone any changes besides those which have been indicated in the 
preceding, and in particular, is there any reason to suppose that other new rules have 
been added to the original text? After the careful study which I have given to the 
Mahåbhåshya and the literature connected with it, I feel no hesitation in answering the 
                                                
7 The Nyåsa on P. 4.1.128 (ca†akåyå airak) makes the impression that its author Jinendrabuddhi all by himself 
draws the (faulty) inference that the original form of this sËtra was ca†akåd airak (III, p. 465, l. 23-24: evam 
‘ca†akåd airak’ ity etat sËtram ås¥t, idån¥µ pramådåc ca ‘ca†akåyå˙’ iti på†ha˙). The fact that also Candra has 
ca†akåd airak (C. 2.4.58) does not prove influence of Candra on Jinendrabuddhi or of an earlier source on both, 
for both authors simply follow vt. 1 on P. 4.1.128. This remark in the Nyåsa must be seen against the 
background of its tendency to get everything out of the sËtras, by hook or by crook (see Bhim Sen Shastri, 1979: 
37-45). 
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question in the negative. Besides the 1,713 rules, which are actually treated by 
Kåtyåyana and Patañjali, nearly 600 rules are fully and about 350 other rules partly 
quoted in the Mahåbhåshya. And as a large number of other rules is absolutely 
necessary for the proper understanding of those rules for which we have the direct 
testimony of Patañjali, and for the formation of words used by that scholar in the 
course of his arguments — I refer to the numerous quotations at the foot of the pages 
in my edition — we may rest satisfied that our text of the Ash†ådhyåy¥, or rather the 
text of the best MSS., does not in any material point differ from the text which was 
known to Patañjali. 
 
Kielhorn’s answer does not really fit his question. Let us agree that our text of the 
A∑†ådhyåy¥, i.e. the text found in the Kåßikå, does not in any material point differ from the 
text known to Patañjali. This does not change [370] the fact that Kielhorn could enumerate — 
according to his own counting — 58 differences in it from the text known to Patañjali. What 
prevents us from assuming that there may be another 58, or 158, such differences in it? 
 There is another point. Kåtyåyana and Patañjali, so Kielhorn tells us in the above 
passage, treat of 1713 rules. But how did these rules occur in the Mss? The Mss. on which 
Kielhorn based his edition of the Mahåbhå∑ya gave only the beginnings of the rules 
(Kielhorn, 1885: 191 (194); 1887: 179 (227)), and this may have been so throughout the 
history of the Mahåbhå∑ya. We had occasion (§ 2.1, above) to observe that Kaiya†a often 
found it necessary to inform his readers of the original form of a sËtra. This can only mean 
that the Mss. of the Mahåbhå∑ya with which he was acquainted either had merely short 
indications of the sËtras (e.g., the beginnings), or that they contained the sËtras in their later, 
changed, forms. 
 In view of this, the sËtras contained in the Kåßikå may have differed from those known 
to Patañjali in more than the 58 respects enumerated by Kielhorn. This is supported by the 
fact that Kielhorn (1885: 197 (200)) can give twelve cases where the Kåßikå mentions two 
readings for one sËtra, among them the following: 
 P. 7.2.49 reads: san¥vantardhabhrasjadambhußrisv®yËrˆubharajñapisanåm. In the 
commentary the Kåßikå remarks that some read the end of the sËtra as 
bharajñapisanitanipatidaridråˆåm (II, p. 813: kecid atra bharajñapisanitanipatidaridråˆåm iti 
pa†hanti). Similarly, P. 7.3.17 reads: parimåˆåntasyåsañjñåßåˆayo˙; the Kåßikå informs us 
that some read the end of this sËtra as asañjñåßåˆakulijånåm. We note that these alternative 
forms of the two sËtras seem to have been followed by Candra: C. 5.4.119 reads 
san¥vantardhabhrasjadambhußrisv®yËrˆubharajñapisanitanipatidaridra˙; C. 6.1.26 reads 
saµkhyåyå˙ saµvatsaraparimåˆasyåsaµjñåßåˆakulijasya. (The Kåßikå does not, of course, 
refer to Candra’s grammar in these two places. Candra’s grammar, being a grammar in its 
own right, does not contain Påˆini’s rules in this or that version. It contains Candra’s rules!) 
 In order to see the significance of these remarks in the Kåßikå, we note that in the 
majority of cases of changed rules enumerated by Kielhorn, the Kåßikå shows no sign of 
being aware of this fact. The exceptions are: The authors of the Kåßikå may have known that 
something had happened in some cases of yogavibhåga (see the Kåßikå on P. 1.4.58 (I, p. 88), 
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P. 6.1.32 (II, p. 604), P. 7.3.119 (II, p. 859)). On P. 6.1.115 (prak®tyånta˙pådam avyapare in 
the Kåßikå) the Kåßikå gives the correct form of the sËtra as read by some (II, p. 626: kecid 
idaµ sËtraµ nånta˙pådam avyapare iti [371] pa†hanti). On P. 7.3.77 (i∑ugamiyamåµ cha˙ in 
the Kåßikå) it indicates that certain grammarians read instead of i∑u the original form without 
u (II, p. 850: ye tu i∑im uditaµ nådh¥yate te…). And on P. 6.1.156, which originally was no 
sËtra at all, the Kåßikå observes (II, p. 635): kecid idaµ nådh¥yate, påraskaraprabh®ti∑v eva 
kåraskaro v®k∑a˙ iti pa†hanti. It is not impossible that some, or even all, of these few cases 
were not memories from the time before changes were introduced into the A∑†ådhyåy¥, but on 
the contrary reconstructions made by close students of the Mahåbhå∑ya. This further supports 
the opinion that in the majority of cases the Kåßikå did not in any way know that its sËtras 
were not original. If, therefore, the Kåßikå shows different readings in the case of several 
sËtras (see above), differences which cannot be chosen between on the basis of the 
Mahåbhå∑ya, this is to be considered an indication that the sËtras in the Kåßikå may contain 
far more deviations from the text known to Patañjali than Kielhorn suspected. 
 
2.5. It can be argued that Bhart®hari’s Mahåbhå∑yad¥pikå on Patañjali’s Mahåbhå∑ya on P. 
1.1.38 contains an indication that Bhart®hari was aware that earlier grammarians in the 
Påˆinian tradition at times felt free to change the wording of sËtras of the A∑†ådhyåy¥. 
 P. 1.1.38 reads: taddhitaß cåsarvavibhakti˙. The Mahåbhå∑ya (I, p. 96, l. 1-5), as 
interpreted by Bhart®hari (D. p. 230, l. 15-16), discusses the proposal to read the rule as 
follows: asarvavibhakti˙, i.e., to drop the words taddhitaß ca. The proposal is rejected on the 
ground that the reading asarvavibhakti˙ would have as undesired consequence that the 
numerals eka, dvi and bahu would become indeclinables (avyaya). After explaining this, 
Bhart®hari remarks (D. p. 230, l. 15-16): “Therefore, in order to exclude these [words], even 
Kuˆi must accept [the word] taddhita [in the sËtra]” (ata e∑åµ vyåv®ttyarthaµ kuˆinåpi 
taddhitagrahaˆaµ kartavyam). 
 It turns out that difficulties remain. Patañjali, as interpreted by Bhart®hari, therefore 
comes to the conclusion that it is better to enumerate all indeclinables in the gaˆa belonging 
to P. 1.1.37 (svarådi). Bhart®hari describes this in the following passage (D. p. 230, l. 21-24): 
 
ato gaˆapå†ha eva jyåyån asyåpi v®ttikårasyety etad anena pratipådayati| 
k®ttaddhitånåµ grahaˆaµ gaˆapå†he eva| k®taß ca taddhitåß ca gaˆa eva pa†hitavyå iti| 
tasmiµß ca sat¥daµ sËtram uktasËtrakårav®ttikårayor lak∑aˆabhåvena prav®ttam ity 
etad avasthitam| 
[372] 
“Therefore, a mere (eva) enumeration [of the indeclinables] in the gaˆa [svarådi 
belonging to P. 1.1.37] is better even [in the opinion] of this V®ttikåra. This [Patañjali] 
explains with these [words]: k®ttaddhitånåµ gaˆapå†he eva.8 That is to say (iti): 
[words ending in] k®t [suffixes] and [words ending in] taddhita [suffixes] must be 
enumerated only in the gaˆa [svarådi belonging to P. 1.1.37]. And that being so, this 
                                                
8 Kielhorn’s edition has (I, p. 96, l. 5): k®ttaddhitånåµ grahaˆaµ ca på†he. 
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sËtra (P. 1.1.38) has been brought forth as a sign of the [above-] mentioned SËtrakåra 
and V®ttikåra; this is certain.” 
 
It goes without saying that much is unclear in these two passages from Bhart®hari’s 
commentary. We first observe that there is no reason to doubt that “this V®ttikåra” is Kuˆi, for 
the simple reason that no other person is mentioned to whom it could refer. But who can be 
the “[above-]mentioned SËtrakåra”? Påˆini cannot be meant, for he is not mentioned 
anywhere nearby. Moreover, in a commentary on the Mahåbhå∑ya Påˆini can never be an 
“above-mentioned” SËtrakåra, he is the SËtrakåra. 
 I think the two passages make satisfactory sense if we assume that Bhart®hari here 
makes fun of Kuˆi. Kuˆi was, first of all, a V®ttikåra. He did not, however, feel shy to make 
changes in the sËtras of the A∑†ådhyåy¥, where he considered that advantageous. Bhart®hari’s 
first remark, according to which even Kuˆi had to leave the sËtra P. 1.1.38 unchanged, 
testifies to this. But this activity made Kuˆi into a kind of SËtrakåra. Bhart®hari’s second 
passage speaks about Kuˆi, “the above-mentioned SËtrakåra cum V®ttikåra”. In order to 
understand the passage in this way, we must assume that uktasËtrakårav®ttikårayor originally 
had a singular ending and not a dual.9 This poses no real problem, for the two words sËtrakåra 
and v®ttikåra, when compounded, almost ask for a dual ending, which may have been 
introduced into the text at some time in its history, during which it was neglected to such an 
extent that now only one corrupt and incomplete Ms. of it remains. 
 So Kuˆi did two things: he left P. 1.1.38, unchanged, in the A∑†ådhyåy¥; but he still 
included the indeclinables covered by P. 1.1.38-40 (and perhaps P. 1.1.41) in the gaˆa 
belonging to P. 1.1.37. Bhart®hari’s remark that P. 1.1.38 is “a sign of the [above-]mentioned 
SËtrakåra cum V®ttikåra” seems to be intended sarcastically: it shows Kuˆi’s stupidity. 
 Be this as it may. The Kåßikå contains a feature which may be taken to support our 
interpretation of the above two passages of Bhart®hari’s commentary. The Kåßikå, of course, 
has all the sËtras P. 1.1.37-41; but besides and in spite of this, it enumerates in the 
commentary on P. 1.1.37 — [373] that means: in the gaˆa svarådi — all the indeclinables, 
including those which are indeclinables by virtue of P. 1.1.38-41. It includes the indeclinables 
falling under P. 1.1.38-40 by repeating those sËtras, literally or in paraphrase, with a precise 
specification of the suffixes which are to be included, especially for P. 1.1.38. That is to say, 
the Kåßikå makes exactly the mistake10 for which Kuˆi is ridiculed by Bhart®hari. This is the 
                                                
9 Prof. R. Gombrich suggests an original uktasËtrakårasya ca v®ttikårasya ca. This ambiguous expression would 
indeed leave undecided whether one or two persons are meant. 
10 Interestingly, the Kåßikå under P. 1.1.41 tries to give a justification for this obvious deficiency, saying (I, p. 
19): sarvam idaµ kåˆ∂aµ svarådåv api pa†hyate/ punarvacanam anityatvajñåpanårtham/. That is to say, the 
double occurrence of P. 1.1.38-41, both in the SËtrapå†ha and in the Gaˆapå†ha, serves the purpose of indicating 
that these sËtras are not universally valid. Some examples illustrating this are then given. Clearly this passage of 
the Kåßikå carries not conviction. 
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more significant since we have reason to think that the Kåßikå was to a large extent 
influenced by earlier commentaries (§§ 3 and 4, below). 
 It is of some importance to note that the above two passages from Bhart®hari’s 
Mahåbhå∑yad¥pikå do not imply that, in Bhart®hari’s opinion, Kuˆi lived before Patañjali. 
What is more, there is no reason to think that Patañjali — apart from proposing changes — 
actually made any in the A∑†ådhyåy¥ or its appendices; nor would he, one would think, 
condone such changes when made by others. The fact that Patañjali proposes certain changes 
in the Gaˆapå†ha must, therefore, be understood to indicate that the Gaˆapå†ha as he knew it 
had not yet undergone those changes. (See further § 3 below). It follows that Kuˆi must have 
lived and worked after Patañjali and before Bhart®hari. 
 





3.1. We have, in § 2.5, unexpectedly been confronted with a case where an early (pre-
Bhart®hari) commentator made changes in the Gaˆapå†ha, which are, moreover, the 
embodiment of a proposal made by Patañjali. It can be shown in many more cases that such 
changes were made in the Gaˆapå†ha.11 They have been studied by Ojihara (1968a; 1968b; 
1969-70), whom we shall follow. 
 It is to be noted that for a study of the early history of the Gaˆapå†ha in the Påˆinian 
tradition, we are — with few exceptions, such as the one discussed in § 2.5 above — 
dependent upon the Kåßikå. This commentary contains the oldest surviving Påˆinian gaˆas, 
enumerated under the sËtras to which they belong. 
 
3.2. Our first problem is to find out whether or not the authors of the [374] Kåßikå felt free 
to make changes in the Gaˆapå†ha as it was handed down to them. We know (§§ 1.5; 2.1, 
above) that they accepted the text of the Dhåtu- and SËtrapå†ha as unchangeable and 
authoritative. This strongly suggests that they looked upon the Gaˆapå†ha in the same way. 
Moreover, most of the changes which Ojihara has shown to date from the time after Patañjali, 
are also found in the V®tti to Candra’s grammar, which appears to have been written by 
Candra himself. It would, however, still be conceivable that Candra and the authors of the 
Kåßikå made these changes independently of each other, both on the basis of Patañjali’s 
                                                
11 A gaˆasËtra that must have been added roughly in the time of the invation of Alexander and therefore after 
Påˆini and before Patañjali is sambhËyo ‘mbhaso˙ salopaß ca in the gaˆa båhvådi on P. 4.1.96; see Lévi, 1890: 
234-36. The same may be true of bhagalå in that same gaˆa, and subhËta in the gaˆa sa∫kalådi on P. 4.2.75 
(Lévi, 1890: 237-39). Cf. Birwé, 1961: 82-85, 168-69. 
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Mahåbhå∑ya. Fortunately there are some passages in the Kåßikå which show beyond doubt 
that the authors of the Kåßikå did not tamper with the text of the Gaˆapå†ha. 
 
3.2.1. P. 4.1.105 refers to a gaˆa gargådi “garga etc.”. This gaˆa has two interior gaˆas 
(antargaˆa), lohitådi and kaˆvådi, referred to in P. 4.1.18 and P. 4.2.111 respectively. The last 
word of the interior gaˆa lohitådi is kata. This too is stated in P. 4.1.18. The word kata occurs, 
in the encompassing gaˆa gargådi, before kaˆva. The interior gaˆas lohitådi and kaˆvådi do 
not, therefore, overlap; they have no word in common. 
 This is not to the liking of Kåtyåyana and Patañjali. They think, for reasons that are 
discussed by Ojihara (1969-70: 105-08), that ßakala should be part of both the interior gaˆas 
lohitådi and kaˆvådi. In the gaˆa gargådi as given in the Kåßikå, ßakala comes immediately 
after kaˆva (see Birwé, 1961: 103), and is therefore included in the interior gaˆa kaˆvådi, but 
not in lohitådi. To solve the difficulty, Patañjali quotes with apparent approval a ßlokavårttika, 
in which the following proposal is made: ßakala must be placed before kaˆva, after kata; the 
interior gaˆas lohitådi and kaˆvådi are to be considered as ending, resp. beginning, with 
ßakala (Mbh. II, p. 210, l. 18-19: kaˆvåt tu ßakala˙ pËrva˙ katåd uttara i∑yate| pËrvottarau 
tadantåd¥…|). If Patañjali’s proposal is followed, the gaˆa gargådi will become: garga… 
lohita… kata, ßakala, kaˆva… 
 We noticed already that the Gaˆapå†ha contained in the Kåßikå has not followed 
Patañjali’s proposal. It is remarkable, however, that the Kåßikå on P. 4.1.18 quotes the above-
mentioned ßlokavårttika. This can only mean that the author of this part of the Kåßikå agrees 
with Patañjali. In spite of that, he does not introduce the changes proposed by Patañjali into 
the gaˆa gargådi. 
 [The Kåßikå attempts to solve a problem which arises when Patañjali’s [375] proposal is 
followed. P. 4.1.18 describes the interior gaˆa lohitådi as katanta “ending with kata”12, and the 
interior gaˆa kaˆvådi begins, of course, with kaˆva. How then does ßakala belong to both if 
Patañjali’s proposal is followed? The Kåßikå has the following solution: katanta in P. 4.1.18 
is ekaße∑a (“retention of one”; see P. 1.2.64) of a bahuvr¥hi and a tatpuru∑a compound, thus 
meaning: “[the row of words] of which [the first one is lohita and] the last one kata, plus the 
end of kata”. The “end of kata” is, of course, the word following kata, i.e., ßakala. In a similar 
manner kaˆvådi is made to include the word ßakala, which precedes kaˆva. (II, p. 322: 
katantebhya˙ iti bahuvr¥hitatpuru∑ayor ekaße∑a˙, tathå kaˆvådibhyo gotre iti| tatra 
tatpuru∑av®ttyå saµg®h¥to madhyapåt¥ ßakalaßabdo….) The sophistication of this solution13 is 
worthy of a commentary on the Mahåbhå∑ya, and is certainly out of place in the Kåßikå. This 
strongly suggests that the Kåßikå knew a commentary on the Mahåbhå∑ya. We know of only 
                                                
12 Regarding the irregular form of katanta instead of katånta, see Ojihara, 1969-70: 105n. 
13 The proposal of the Mahåbhå∑ya rather seems to be to change the reading of P. 4.1.18 and 4.2.111 in such a 
manner that katanta is replaced by ßakalånta, kaˆvådi by ßakalådi. This has actually been done in Candra’s 
corresponding rules C. 2.3.20 and C. 3.2.21 resp. 
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one such commentary written before the Kåßikå: Bhart®hari’s. It seems confirmed that the 
Kåßikå got its solution from Bhart®hari’s Mahåbhå∑yad¥pikå by the fact that Kaiya†a’s 
Mahåbhå∑yaprad¥pa on the Bhå∑ya to P. 4.1.18 has the same solution; Kaiya†a admits his 
indebtedness to Bhart®hari’s commentary in the introductory verses to his own commentary. 
But if indeed the Kåßikå borrowed here from Bhart®hari’s Mahåbhå∑yad¥pikå, then that 
commentary extended at least until P. 4.1.18.] 
 
3.2.2. A second indication that the authors of the Kåßikå accepted the Gaˆapå†ha as they 
received it, is found on the sËtras 8.4.7 and 11. P. 8.4.7 reads: ahno ’dantåt [pËrvapadåt 3, 
ra∑åbhyåµ no ˆa˙ 1] “After a preceding member [of the compound] which ends in a, after r 
and ∑, [in the place] ofn of [the word] ahna, [comes] ˆ.” It is not fully lear how the Kåßikå can 
consider ahno of the sËtra a genitive of ahna, but there can be no doubt that it does. It does so 
for a special reason, which is mentioned in the following sentence of the commentary (II, p. 
968): 
 
ahna˙ ity akåråntagrahaˆåd d¥rghåhn¥ ßarad ity atra na bhavati 
“Because the word ahna˙, which ends in a, has been used [in the sËtra, not ahan, 
which is substituted by ahna in certain circumstances by P. 5.4.88, the sËtra] is not 
[applicable] in d¥rghåhn¥ ßarad.” 
 
 This sentence — which follows the Mahåbhå∑ya (III, p. 455, l. 14-16; cf. [376] Ojihara, 
1968a: 569-70) — explains the absence of retroflexion in d¥rghåhn¥. The Mahåbhå∑ya offers 
an alternative explanation as well: We can simply read ahna˙ as the genitive of ahan, but add 
d¥rghåhn¥ ßarad to the gaˆa yuvådi which belongs to vt. 3 on P. 8.4.11. This vårttika 
prescribes that words contained in the gaˆa yuvådi do not undergo retroflexion when 
preceded, in a compound, by r and ∑. 
 It is remarkable that the Kåßikå on P. 8.4.11 contains this vårttika and its gaˆa, 
including d¥rghåhn¥ ßarad. This double justification of the same form is clearly superfluous in 
the Kåßikå and could have been avoided easily by dropping d¥rghåhn¥ ßarad from the gaˆa 
yuvådi. The fact that this has not happened can be taken as an indication that the authors of 
the Kåßikå did not change gaˆas, not even vårttika-gaˆas. 
 
3.2.3. Our third case is similar to the second in that the Kåßikå again accounts in two ways for 
one and the same form. P. 6.1.63 prescribes, among other things, substitution of nas for 
nåsikå in the weak cases (ßasprabh®ti∑u). The commentary, following the Mahåbhå∑ya (III, p. 
42, l. 1-5), adds two statements (II, p. 623): 
(1) nas nåsikåyå yattask∑udre∑u “nas [in the place] of nåsikå before yat, tas and k∑udra.” 
(2) yati varˆanagarayor neti vaktavyam “It must be stated that [there is] no [substitution of 
nas for nåsikå] in the case of a sound (varˆa) and a town.” 
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 This last statement accounts for nåsikyo varˆa˙ “nasal sound” and nåsikyaµ nagaram 
“the town of Nasik”. 
 The second of the above two statements is subsequently rejected in the Mahåbhå∑ya. 
The form nåsikyo varˆa˙, Patañjali tells us, can be obtained by reading nåsikå in the gaˆa 
parimukhådi (vt. 1 on P. 4.3.58), nåsikyaµ nagaram by reading nåsikå in the gaˆa saµkåßådi 
(P. 4.2.80). The gaˆa parimukhådi does not contain the word nåsikå anywhere, probably for 
the reasons which have been explained by Ojihara (1969-70: 95-99), but the gaˆa saµkåßådi 
does, also in the Kåßikå (I, p. 384). That is to say, the phrase nåsikyaµ nagaram is accounted 
for in two ways.14 This is most easily explained if we assume that the authors of the Kåßikå 
did not feel free to make changes in the Gaˆapå†ha. 
 
3.2.4. P. 4.1.80 reads: krau∂yådibhyaß ca [striyåm 3, ∑ya∫ 78] “And after [377] krau∂i etc., in 
the feminine, ›ya‹.” The Kåßikå lists all the words which belong to the gaˆa krau∂yådi (I, p. 
338). The last one is gaukak∑ya (see also Birwé, 1961: 75). 
 The feminine of gaukak∑ya is now formed by adding ›ya‹, and after this, by P. 4.1.74 
(ya∫aß cåp), CåP, as follows (cf. Ojihara, 1969-70: 109): gaukak∑ya-›ya‹ - CåP > gaukak∑y-
ya-å (P. 6.1.148) > gaukak∑-ya-å (P. 6.1.151) > gaukak∑yå (P. 6.1.101). 
 What must be noted is that on P. 4.1.74 the Kåßikå accounts for gaukak∑yå in another 
way. P. 4.1.74 (ya∫aß cåp) prescribes the feminine suffix CåP after words ending in ya‹. The 
Kåßikå quotes a vårttika here (cf. vt. 1 on P. 4.1.74): ∑åc ca yaña˙ [cåp] “And CåP [comes] 
after yaÑ, [which comes itself] after ∑.” Among the illustrations the Kåßikå enumerates 
gaukak∑yå. It can do so since gaukak∑ya is derived from gokak∑a by suffixation of yaÑ (P. 
4.1.105). The Kåßikå concludes its comments on P. 4.1.74 by suggesting a third way to 
account for gaukak∑yå (at the same time a second way to account for the other forms covered 
by the quoted vårttika; I, p. 337): uttarasËtre cakåro ’nuktasamuccayårtha˙, tena vå bhavi∑yati 
“Or [what is to be obtained by this vårttika] will be [obtained] by the word ca which occurs in 
the next sËtra (i.e., P. 4.1.75: åva†yåc ca) in order to include [words] that have not been 
[explicitly] stated.” 
 It is clear that the authors of the Kåßikå could have profitably dropped gaukak∑ya from 
the gaˆa krau∂yådi. They would even have had the blessing of Patañjali (Mbh. II, p. 228, l. 4; 
cf. Ojihara, 1969-70: 108 f.). Its presence in that gaˆa confirms that they did not feel free to 
make changes in the Gaˆapå†ha. 
 [It is true that inclusion of gaukak∑ya in the gaˆa krau∂yådi would lead to the form 
gaukak∑¥putra, whereas the alternative justification of gaukak∑yå (by vt. 1 on P. 4.1.74) would 
lead to gaukak∑yåputra; see Ojihara, 1969-70: 109. It does not, however, seem that the 
authors of the Kåßikå were influenced by or even aware of this difference. They do not, as far 
as I know, discuss either of these two forms.] 
                                                
14 Regarding the different accentuation which one would expect, see Ojihara, 1969-70: 86 n. 9 and 96 n. 31. 




3.3.1. The case of § 3.2.2 can also be used to show that the Kåßikå did not copy its gaˆas from 
Candra. The interpretation given to C. 6.4.106 (which corresponds to P. 8.4.7) shows that 
Candra, like the Kåßikå, looks upon ahna˙ as a genitive of ahna. Here too the aim of this is 
said to be the explanation of d¥rghåhn¥ ßarad. C. 6.4.112 corresponds to P. 8.4.11, but [378] 
incorporates vt. 3 on P. 8.4.11, and mentions therefore the gaˆa yuvådi. This gaˆa, as given in 
the V®tti, is almost identical with the one given in the Kåßikå, but does not contain d¥rghåhn¥ 
ßarad. Borrowing from Candra would in this particular case have been very advantageous for 
the Kåßikå. The fact that it did not borrow here indicates that it probably did not borrow 
anywhere. 
 
3.3.2. The same point of view is supported by the three cases discussed by Ojihara (1969-70: 
82-83, 105) where the gaˆas of Candra’s grammar have incorporated suggestions made by 
Patañjali, as opposed to the gaˆas in the Kåßikå which have not. These cases indicate once 
again that Candra tried to remain in close agreement with Patañjali’s Mahåbhå∑ya. 
 
3.4. As usual, it is difficult to find evidence concerning the date of the changes introduced 
into the Gaˆapå†ha found in the Kåßikå. In § 2.6 we came to think that at least some changes 
were made before Bhart®hari. Here we shall study two cases which indicate that the changes 
were made before Candra. As was the case with the Dhåtu- and SËtrapå†ha, our clues are 
mistakes made by Candra. 
 
3.4.1. Patañjali states on P. 3.1.13 (II, p. 24, l. 2; cf. Ojihara, 1968a: 576) that the gaˆa 
lohitådi contains no words ending in n. Candra, on the corresponding sËtra C. 1.1.31, gives 
the illustrations varmåyati and varmåyate, indicating that he considered the word varman to 
belong to lohitådi. He even calls this gaˆa an åk®tigaˆa. Candra here deviates from the 
Mahåbhå∑ya. Considering his usual close adherence to that work, we must conclude that he 
was this time led astray by one of the early commentaries on the A∑†ådhyåy¥ which he used. 
 The Kåßikå on P. 3.1.13 is in agreement with the Cåndra-vyåkaraˆa in stating that 
lohitådi is an åk®tigaˆa, and in giving as illustrations varmåyati and varmåyate. Since, 
however, the Kåßikå did not borrow from Candra, both must have borrowed from a common 
source directly or indirectly. 
 
3.4.2. Ojihara (1968b) explains a difficult passage of the Mahåbhå∑ya, which must be so 
understood that the words droˆa, ku†a and påtra should be included in the gaˆa gaurådi to 
make them able to receive the feminine suffix ‹¥› by P. 4.1.41. This proposal has been 
partially followed in the [379] existing Gaˆapå†has: all have droˆa, some late ones have ku†a, 
none have påtra (cf. also Birwé, 1961: 52-65). Ojihara (1968b: 135-37) has explained why 
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grammarians may not have found it necessary to include ku†a and påtra in the gaˆa gaurådi: 
the desired suffix ‹¥› would be obtained even without this. 
 This explanation as well as the inclusion of droˆa in the gaˆa gaurådi fit very well a 
situation where grammarians studied the Mahåbhå∑ya but did not feel bound by it. 
Grammarians who considered the Mahåbhå∑ya infallible would not have entered droˆa into 
the gaˆa gaurådi (for apparently Patañjali knew this gaˆa without droˆa), or, if they were to 
make any changes at all, they would have included all three words — droˆa, ku†a and påtra 
— into the gaˆa (for this is what is implicitly suggested in the Mahåbhå∑ya). 
 Also Candra’s gaˆa gaurådi (on C. 2.3.37) contains droˆa, but not ku†a and påtra. This 
deviation from the Mahåbhå∑ya is most easily explained by assuming that Candra borrowed 





4.1. The Kåßikå shows a number of features which are not present in the Mahåbhå∑ya but 
which are present in Candra’s grammar. Kielhorn (1886) enumerated many such features15 
and considered them striking enough to think that he could “prove that the compilers of the 
Kåßikå have diligently used that [i.e., Candra’s] grammar” (p. 183 (244)) on the basis of 
them. 
 Kielhorn’s opinion presents him with some difficulties which he mentions himself 
(1886: 184-85 (245-46)). On p. 184 (245) he says: “Strange it appears that the compilers of 
the Kåßikå should never have mentioned Chandra and his grammar; that they should not have 
done so even in connection with rules such as Påˆini II.4, 21; IV.3, 115; and VI.2, 14, where 
by quoting the Chåndra-Vyåkaraˆa they would, one might say, have much more vividly 
illustrated Påˆini’s meaning, than by the examples which they have actually given.” In all 
these places Kielhorn thinks that the example candropajñam asaµjñåkaµ vyåkaraˆam (given 
in the V®tti on C. 2.2.68) would have been appropriate. 
 On p. 185 (246) Kielhorn continues: “Nor can I quite understand why Chandra’s 
grammar, and those who studied it, should have been passed [380] over in the commentary on 
Påˆini V.1, 58 and IV.2, 65. When the authors had occasions to speak of the three Adhyåyas 
of Kåßak®itsna’s SËtra, of the eight of Påˆini’s, and of the ten of Vyåghrapåd’s, they surely 
could not have helped thinking of the SËtra of Chandra, which contains six16 Adhyåyas.” 
 It may be that the solution to the above problems lies in a direction which Kielhorn 
himself indicated in the same article (1886: 184 (245)): “(…) Chandra has not, like some of 
the later grammarians, merely copied from the Ash†ådhyåy¥, the Vårttikas, and the 
                                                
15 Mahesh Dutt Sharma, 1974: 93-110 enumerates even more of them. 
16 In point of fact, Candra’s grammar may originally have had eight Adhåyas; see Scharfe, 1977: 164. This by 
itself may explain the non-mention of Candra’s grammar in this connection. 
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Mahåbhåshya; (…) he also has either tried to improve on those works himself, or has in 
addition to them used other works, which do not seem to exist any longer” (my italics). 
 Since we have come to the conclusion that Candra and the authors of the Kåßikå had 
their knowledge of the sËtras of the A∑†ådhyåy¥ from a common source (§ 2.3, above), it does 
not seem adventurous to assume that this common source consisted of the sËtras of the 
A∑†ådhyåy¥ plus one or more commentaries on them.17 Both Candra and the Kåßikå made use 
of these works and, for this reason, show points of similarity even with respect to features 
which are not found in the Mahåbhå∑ya. We do not now have to suppose that the authors of 
the Kåßikå made use of, or even knew, Candra’s grammar. 
 If this assumption is correct, some more information is gained about the Påˆinian 
grammarians who preceded Candra. Not only did they incorporate information from the 
Mahåbhå∑ya into the A∑†ådhyåy¥ by making changes in SËtrapå†ha, Dhåtupå†ha and 
Gaˆapå†ha. They further accounted for new forms in other ways, e.g., by adding i∑†is and 
upasa∫khyånas.18 In this connection it may be observed that many of the i∑†is and 
upasa∫khyånas in the Kåßikå have nothing corresponding to them in the Mahåbhå∑ya. 
 
4.2. A case where both Cåndravyåkaraˆa and Kåßikå go against the Bhå∑ya is the following. 
C. 3.1.44 prescribes the suffix aÔ in the sense ‘collection’ (samËha) after bhik∑å etc. 
(bhik∑ådibhyo ’ˆ). The V®tti enumerates the words which belong to the gaˆa bhik∑ådi; one of 
them is yuvati. The V®tti observes (I, p. 284): på†hasåmarthyån na puµvadbhåva˙| yauvatam| 
“On account of the fact that [yuvati] is read [in the gaˆa bhik∑ådi], no masculinization [takes 
place. The result of adding aÔ to yuvati is therefore] yauvata (‘collection of young women’).” 
 The masculinization referred to by Candra is prescribed in C. 5.2.32 [381] (yacy 
aˆådau), before aÔ and other suffixes. Since the masculine word corresponding to yuvati is 
yuvan, masculinization would give rise to yauvana in the sense ‘collection of young women’, 
rather than to yauvata. (For details of the derivation, see Ojihara, 1969-70: 99-100. Rules in 
Candra’s grammar corresponding to the Påˆinian rules given by Ojihara can be found with 
the help of Liebich, 1928.) 
 It is remarkable that Patañjali on P. 4.2.38 (which corresponds to C. 3.1.44) appears to 
consider yauvana, not yauvata, the correct form resulting from yuvati-aÔ. This is the reason 
that he thinks — on the basis of arguments which have been explained by Ojihara (1969-70: 
100-02) — that the presence of yuvati in the gaˆa bhik∑ådi serves no purpose. That is to say, 
according to Patañjali yuvati is in the gaˆa bhik∑ådi where it should not be. 
 We have seen that Candra kept yuvati in the gaˆa bhik∑ådi, and justified it in a way 
which is not in agreement with the Mahåbhå∑ya. It is hard to believe that Candra deliberately 
                                                
17 That the Kåßikå knew at least one earlier V®tti on the A∑†ådhyåy¥, follows from the fact that it refers to one in 
its first introductory verse (p. 1: v®ttau bhå∑ye tathå dhåtunåmapåråyaˆådi∑u/ viprak¥rˆasya tantrasya kriyate 
sårasa∫graha˙//) 
18 This is how the Kåßikå calls the statements in its concluding verse (II, p. 982). Regarding the occurrences of 
this verse as second introductory verse, see Appendix I. 
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deviated from the Mahåbhå∑ya since his work is characterized by close adherence to that 
book. It seems far more likely that the above remark came inadvertently into his V®tti from 
some older commentary on the A∑†ådhyåy¥. 
 A similar remark occurs in the Kåßikå on P. 4.2.38 (I, p. 372): yuvatißabdo ’tra 
pa†hyate, tasya grahaˆasåmarthyåt puµvadbhåvo na bhavati ‘bhasyå∂he taddhite’ (vt. 11 on 
P. 6.3.35) iti| yuvat¥nåµ samËho yauvatam|. We must assume that this justification of yauvata 
(which contradicts Patañjali) was thought out before Candra. 
 
4.3. We have come to know the name of one early commentator on the A∑†ådhyåy¥ in § 2.6 
above. Kuˆi, we learned, lived after Patañjali and before Bhart®hari, for he is mentioned in the 
latter’s Mahåbhå∑yad¥pikå. His opinion is again referred to in Kaiya†a’s Mahåbhå∑yaprad¥pa 
on P. 1.1.75 (p. 555b, l. 1) and in Haradatta’s Padamañjar¥ on P. 1.1.75 (I, p. 259, l. 5). 
 Bhart®hari knew more commentators on the A∑†ådhyåy¥ than alone Kuˆi. He repeatedly 
refers to them in his Mahåbhå∑yad¥pikå without however mentioning their names. It seems to 
follow from the following sentence that he knew at least three such commentators (D. p. 221, 
l. 19; on P. 1.1.38): “On account of a difference in the analysis [of the compound 
asarvavibhakti˙ in P. 1.1.38] the V®ttikåras have different opinions [regarding the exact 
meaning of P. 1.1.38]” (vigrahabhedåd bhedaµ pratipannå v®ttikårå˙). One commentary is 
referred to by the name ‘Nyåsa’ (D. p. 233, l. 18). 
[382] 
 M¥måµsaka (1973: I: 439 ff.) has collected references to early grammarians in 
grammatical and other works. His list includes, besides Kuˆi, the following names: 
ÍvabhËti19, Vyå∂i, Måthura, Vararuci, Devanandin, Culli20 Bha††i, NirlËra21, CËrˆi. 
M¥måµsaka’s attempts to show that some of these authors are earlier than Patañjali must be 





5. The period in which grammarians felt free to make changes in the A∑†ådhyåy¥ and its 
appendices had come to a definite close in the time of the Kåßikå. We have seen (§§ 1.5; 2.1; 
3.2) that the text of SËtrapå†ha, Gaˆapå†ha and Dhåtupå†ha was considered authoritative and 
unchangeable by the authors of the Kåßikå. This makes it all the more interesting that some 
features of the earlier period are still present in the Kåßikå. 
 
                                                
19 M¥måµsaka (1973: I: 439) has ‘ÍvobhËti’, which better fits his idea that this grammarian is earlier than 
Patañjali. No textual evidence supports this reading. 
20 Variants are CËlli, Cunni, and perhaps CËrˆi and Kuˆi which are listed separately. 
21 Variant: NallËra. 
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5.1. It is most interesting, no doubt, that the Kåßikå does not accept the final authority of 
Kåtyåyana and Patañjali.22 This not only finds expression in the fact that the famous dictum 
yathottaraµ mun¥nåµ pråmåˆyam is nowhere mentioned in the Kåßikå (Sharma, 1979: 5, n. 
1). On a few occasions the Kåßikå explicitly disagrees with these two grammarians:23 
(i) On P. 8.1.67 the Kåßikå refers to an opinion of the Vårttikakåra according to which there is 
elision of m in the case of combinations of words falling under P. 8.1.67. The Kåßikå rejects 
this and explains that m is automatically dropped, where these combinations of words are 
compounds justified by their belonging to the gaˆa mayËravyaµsakådi (see P. 2.1.72). Where 
no compound-formation takes place, there m is not dropped. (II, p. 901: malopaß ca| iti 
vårtikakåramatam| mayËravyaµsakåditvåt samåsa˙| samåse caitad anudåttatvam| 
samåsåntodåttatvåpavåda i∑yate| dåruˆaµ adhyåpaka˙ ity evamådi∑u na bhavati| malopaß ca 
ity anenåpy ayam eva vi∑aya åkhyåyate, yatra vibhakter abhåvåt makåro na ßrËyate 
tatrånudåttatvam iti| asamåse hi malopo naïve∑yate|.) Note that the rejected opinion is 
accepted by Patañjali. 
(ii) On P. 8.2.25 (dhi ca) the Kåßikå tells us that this sËtra and the following ones prescribe 
elision, not of just any s, but of s of the Aorist marker sIC. No elision of s takes therefore 
place in the derivation of cakåddhi (< cakås-dhi) and payo dhåvati (< payas dhå-). The Kåßikå 
then [383] continues (II, p. 915): bhå∑yakåras tv åha, cakådhi ity eva bhavitavyam iti| tena 
payo dhåvati ity evamådau yatnåntaram åstheyam|. (For a detailed discussion of this part of 
the Kåßikå, see Ojihara, 1962: 773-766 ((10)-(17)).) 
 Surprisingly, Patañjali’s authority seems to be invoked in the Kåßikå on P. 7.1.12 (II, p. 
775): atijarasina, atijarasåt iti kecid icchanti| yathå tu bhå∑ye tathå naitad i∑yate iti lak∑yate|| 
“Some wish [to derive the forms] atijarasina, atijarasåt [with the help of P. 7.1.12]. It is, 
however, known that this is not so intended in the Bhå∑ya.” 
 
5.2. On some occasions the Kåßikå gives variant readings of sËtras; see § 2.4 above. 
Changes elsewhere in Påˆini’s grammar are also indicated: 
(i) Måheßvara sËtras 7 and 8 read: ña ma ∫a ˆa na m| jha bha ñ|. The Kåßikå enumerates a 
number of Pratyåhåras ending in m, and then continues (I, p. 4): kecit tu sarvåˆy etåni 
pratyåhåragrahaˆåni ñakåreˆa bhavantu iti makåram anubandhaµ pratyåcak∑ate|. 
(ii) The gaˆa sarvådi (P. 1.1.27) contains tva twice over, with different accents. Some, 
however, read tva tvat, both with anudåtta accent. (I, p. 14: kecit takåråntam ekaµ pa†hanti| 
tva tvat iti dvåv api cånudåttau iti smaranti|.) 
 
5.3. The above is by no means an exhaustive survey of what the Kåßikå has to offer us. A 
careful search may bring to light much that is of value for the history of Påˆini’s grammar. It 
                                                
22 This is still true of Jinendrabuddhi’s Nyåsa; see Bhim Sen Shastri, 1979: 421-22. 
23 A number of deviations from Patañjali in the Kåßikå can be found in chapter 7 (p. 173-207) of Mahesh Dutt 
Sharma, 1974. 
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is clear, however, that the Kåßikå has preserved traces from the earlier period in which 
Patañjali was not always considered authoritative and scholars felt free to improve upon 





6.1. The preceding sections show that in all respects Påˆini’s grammar was affected in the 
period lying between Patañjali and Bhart®hari: SËtras were changed, as were the Dhåtupå†ha 
and Gaˆapå†ha; commentaries were written which envisioned further “improvements” of the 
grammar. But we have not yet spoken about the study of paribhå∑ås in the period under 
discussion. 
 It seems that in this particular field we are most fortunate of all. A [384] complete work 
has survived: the Paribhå∑åv®tti of Vyå∂i. We note that Jinendrabuddhi’s Nyåsa on P. 7.2.11 
(V, p. 679, l. 28-30) gives the opinion of a Vyå∂i regarding the interpretation of a Påˆinian 
sËtra. There is therefore no reason to doubt that there was a grammarian in the Påˆinian 
tradition at an early time who had the name ‘Vyå∂i’.24 
 We shall study a few passages from the Paribhå∑åv®tti which shed light on the position 
of this work in the history of Påˆinian grammar. By way of introduction we observe that 
Vyå∂i’s Paribhå∑åv®tti and Patañjali’s Mahåbhå∑ya are not independent from each other. Both 
use similar, often identical, phrases (cf. Abhyankar, 1967: Intr., p. 11, 14), so that we may 
assume that one quoted from the other. Since, however, Vyå∂i does not mention Patañjali or 
the Mahåbhå∑ya by name25, the opinion has been expressed that Vyå∂i’s Paribhå∑åv®tti 
antedates the Mahåbhå∑ya (Abhyankar, 1967: Intr., p. 8, 12 f.). We shall see that this opinion 
cannot stand scrutiny. 
 
6.2. Vyå∂i’s Paribhå∑åv®tti on the Paribhå∑å k®trimåk®trimayo˙ k®trime saµpratyaya˙ reads 
(p. 5, l. 23 – p. 6, l. 9 in Abhyankar’s edition; Par. 5a, l. 1-30 in Wujastyk’s edition; the text is 
Wujastyk’s): 
 
k®trimåk®trimayo˙ k®trime saµpratyaya˙/  
 k®trimasya grahaˆe ‘k®trimasya ca tatra k®trime saµpratyayo bhavati/ 
 kathaµ jñåyate/ yad ayaµ mahåråjå† †hañ (P. 4.3.97) iti nipåtayati/ atra hi 
samåsåntasya †aca˙ prati∑edha˙ na pËjanåd (P. 5.4.69) iti/ etad åcårya˙ paßyati su˙ 
pËjåyåm (P. 1.4.94) iti atir atikramaˆe ceti (P. 1.4.95) svatyor eva pËjitayor grahaˆaµ 
bhavati/ iha na bhavati prati∑edha˙/ 
                                                
24 This Vyå∂i must be different from the person carrying this name mentioned by Kåtyåyana, and probably from 
the Vyå∂i mentioned in the Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya (see Scharfe, 1977: 124-26, and Wezler, 1969: 19-23). This 
follows from the date we have to assign to the Paribhå∑åv®tti; see below. 
25 He does mention the Vårttikakåra a few times; for example in the passage given below, § 6.2. 
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 naitad asti jñåpakam/ na hi svat¥ pËjåyåm eva vihitau/ evaµ tarhi na pËjanåd (P. 
5.4.69) iti grahaˆe svatyor eva grahaˆam/ åßrayigrahaˆåd åßrayagrahaˆam api bhavati/ 
tena jñåpakam/ 
 kim etasya jñåpane prayojanam/ mahåråja iti samåsånta˙ siddho bhavati/ 
k®trimåk®trimayo˙ k®trime saµpratyaya iti/ 
 ye∑åm etat sËtraµ nåsti te∑åm e∑å paribhå∑å kim/ te bruvate/ kå∑†hådi∑u svat¥ 
kalyåˆa iti kalyåˆagrahaˆaµ kimartham/ yåvat pËjanåt pËjitam (…; P. 8.1.67) ity atra 
pËjitaßabde kå∑†hådayo nirdißyante pËjane ye kå∑†hådaya iti/ yadaiva svat¥ 
kalyåˆårthavåcinau tadaiva pËjanam/ tasmån nårtha˙ kalyåˆagrahaˆena/ evaµ [385] 
pratyåkhyånasya prayojanaµ bruvate/ katham/ svatyo˙ kalyåˆavåcino˙ pËjanam iti 
saµjñå syåt/ kiµ k®taµ bhavati/ na pËjanåd (P. 5.4.69) ity atra vårttikakåreˆoktaµ 
svatyor grahaˆaµ kartavyam (cf. vt. 1 on P. 5.4.69) tan na vaktavyaµ bhavati/ evaµ 
sati ye pËjanaßabdås tebhyo naiva prati∑edha˙ pråpnoti/ tasmån nårtha˙ paribhå∑ayå/ 
na ca prayojanam asti bhËyi∑†ham/ 
 
“[Par. 5a:] When something technical and something non-technical [can be 
understood by a term used in grammar], something technical is understood. 
 (I) Where something technical and something non-technical can be taken [as the 
meaning of a term in grammar], there the technical meaning is understood. 
 How is [this] known? Because he puts down as a special form [the word 
mahåråja] in [P. 4.3.97:] mahåråjå† †hañ. For here [there would be] prohibition of the 
ending [to be added] to the compound, viz., ÈaC (prescribed by P. 5.4.91), on account 
of [P. 5.4.69:] na pËjanåt (“compound-ending suffixes are not added after a compound 
the first member of which is pËjana”). The Ócårya sees this that only su and ati, when 
they are made to convey respect, are meant [by the word pËjana in P. 5.4.69], on 
account of [the two sËtras, P. 1.4.94:] su˙ pËjåyåm (“su in the sense ‘respect’ is 
technically called karmapravacan¥ya”) [and P. 1.4.95:] atir atikramaˆe (“ati in the 
sense ‘excellence’ is technically called karmapravacan¥ya”). Here (in the compound 
mahåråja) the prohibition [embodied in P. 5.4.69] is not applicable. 
 [Objection:] This [can] not be the jñåpaka. For su and ati have not been prescribed 
exclusively in the sense ‘respect’. [Reply:] Such being the case, [the word pËjana] in 
P. 5.4.69:] na pËjanåt denotes su and ati in all their senses (eva). [This is possible 
because of the rule that] by taking something that resides in something else, one also 
takes that in which it resides. (I.e., by referring to the meaning pËjana ‘respect’ which 
resides in the words su and ati, one also refers to those two words irrespective of their 
meanings.) On account of that [the occurrence of mahåråja in P. 4.3.97 is] the jñåpaka 
[of our Paribhå∑å]. 
 [Question:] What purpose [is served] in making known this [Paribhå∑å]? 
[Answer:] The compound-ending [suffix ÈaC] is obtained for [the formation of] 
mahåråja with the help of [the Paribhå∑å] k®trimåk®trimayo˙ k®trime saµpratyaya˙. 
[386] 
 (II) Those who do not have this sËtra (viz., P. 4.3.97: mahåråjå† †hañ), do they 
have this Paribhå∑å? They say: Why does the word kalyåˆa (‘beneficial’) occur among 
[the words] kå∑†hå etc. (i.e., in the gaˆa kå∑†hådi belonging to P. 8.1.67) in the form 
svat¥ kalyåˆe (“su and ati in the sense ‘beneficial’”)? Since in [P. 8.1.67:] pËjanåt 
pËjitam … [the words] kå∑†hå etc. are specified when a word denoting a respected 
[object] follows, [kå∑†hå etc. must be understood to mean] ‘kå∑†hå etc. when they have 
the meaning “respect” (pËjana)’. Only when su and ati are expressive of the meaning 
‘beneficial’ (kalyåˆa), only then [can they be called] pËjana. Therefore, no aim [is 
served] by the use of [the word] kalyåˆa (‘beneficial’) [in the gaˆa kå∑†hådi]. Such 
being the case, they say [what is] the purpose of the rejection [of the word kalyåˆa]. 
How? [It indicates that] the name of su and ati, when they are expresssive of [the 
sense] ‘beneficial’ (kalyåˆa), be pËjana. What is the result? [The result is that] what 
has been said by the Vårttikakåra on [P. 5.4.69:] na pËjanåt, viz., that su and ati must 
be understood [by the term pËjana], that must not be said. [Because] if it were such [as 
the Vårttikakåra has it], there would not at all be prohibition [of compound-ending 
suffixes] after those words which are expressive of pËjana (‘respect’) [as prescribed in 
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P. 5.4.69]. Therefore no aim [is served] by the Paribhå∑å. And [it has] no purpose 
whatsoever.” 
 
The above passage consists of two parts, (I) and (II). The first part finds a jñåpaka for the 
Paribhå∑å k®trimåk®trimayo˙ k®trime saµpratyaya˙ in the mention of the word mahåråja in P. 
4.3.97: mahåråjå† †hañ. This word mahåråja, formed with the compound-ending suffix ÈaC, 
should not exist in view of P. 5.4.69 (na pËjanåt), which does not allow compound-ending 
suffixes to be added after compounds whose first member is a word expressive of respect. 
The conflict which thus exists between P. 5.4.69 and the word mahåråja in P. 4.3.97 is taken 
to indicate that P. 5.4.69, more precisely the word pËjana in it, has not been correctly 
understood. This word does not here carry the non-technical meaning “[words expressive of] 
respect”; it here refers to the words su and ati, in other words, it here has a technical meaning 
which can be determined on the basis of P. 1.4.94: su˙ pËjåyåm, and P. 1.4.95: atir 
atikramaˆe. This part of the discussion contains nothing that is of special interest to us. 
 The second part discusses the opinion of “those who do not have this sËtra”. The sËtra 
intended cannot but be P. 4.3.97: mahåråjå† †hañ, for the [387] question regarding the basis of 
the Paribhå∑å in the A∑†ådhyåy¥ is discussed anew, this time without reference to P. 4.3.97. 
This provides us with some valuable information: in the time of Vyå∂i, there were 
grammarians who did not accept P. 4.3.97 as part of the A∑†ådhyåy¥. 
 The fact is that P. 4.3.97 is accepted and commented upon in the Kåßikå, and has a 
corresponding sËtra in Candra’s grammar (Liebich, 1928; C. 3.3.63 reads: tatra bhaktir 
mahåråjå† †hak). It is, however, significant that P. 4.3.97 has not been commented upon in 
Patañjali’s Mahåbhå∑ya, nor has it been used or mentioned anywhere in that word (Lahiri, 
1935: 49; Birwé, 1966: 205). 
 The sequel of our passage has more surprises in store for us. It refers to the gaˆa 
kå∑†hådi, more precisely, to the item svat¥ kalyåˆe which is said to occur in that gaˆa. The 
argument implies that this gaˆa was considered as referred to in P. 8.1.67, and that the actual 
gaˆa was made by Påˆini. This corresponds with the Kåßikå, where P. 8.1.67 reads: pËjanåt 
pËjitam anudåttaµ kå∑†hådibhya˙.26 
 However, the word kå∑†hådibhya˙ was not part of the sËtra at the time of Kåtyåyana 
and Patañjali (Kielhorn, 1887: 182 (230)). It was added under the influence of Kåtyåyana’s 
first vårttika on that sËtra, as Haradatta, the author of the commentary Padamañjar¥ (VI, p. 
311) on the Kåßikå, already knew. The fact that Vyå∂i the author of the Paribhå∑åv®tti knew 
P. 8.1.67 in its later form with kå∑†hådibhya˙ is a clear indication that he lived a considerable 
time after Patañjali. 
 The nex fact to be noted is that the item svat¥ kalyåˆe, which according to Vyå∂i is part 
of the gaˆa kå∑†hådi, is not present in any surviving version of the gaˆa. The Kåßikå has su 
and ati in the gaˆa, but without indication as to their meaning. It is interesting that some Mss. 
                                                
26 This rule has no corresponding rule in Candra’s grammar, which has no rules on accent. 
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have kalyåˆa after su and ati, and therefore the sequence su, ati, kalyåˆa (see Kåßikå II, p. 
901, fn. 9). It is easily seen that su ati kalyåˆa may be what was left of an earlier svat¥ 
kalyåˆe, or vice versa. We conclude that Vyå∂i’s Paribhå∑åv®tti made use of a reading in the 
Gaˆapå†ha different from any existing one, but one the existence of which is supported, be it 
indirectly, by some Mss. of the Kåßikå. 
 The last point that deserves our attention in the above passage is that the grammarians 
referred to by Vyå∂i are not afraid to disagree with the Vårttikakåra, i.e., Kåtyåyana. They 
reject a vårttika (vt. 1 on P. 5.4.69) which clearly represents the siddhånta of Kåtyåyana as 
well as Patañjali. 
[388] 
 The above justifies the following conclusions: 
(1) Vyå∂i lived after Patañjali, for he knows a sËtra (P. 8.1.67) only in its post-Patañjalian 
form. 
(2) He lived before the Kåßikå, for he still has doubts regarding the authenticity of P. 4.3.97, 
which doubt no longer exists in the Kåßikå. He may even be earlier than Candra, who has a 
rule corresponding to P. 4.3.97. He seems to preserve the last portion of the gaˆa kå∑†hådi in a 
form which has disappeared in the Kåßikå. 
(3) Like many of the Påˆinian grammarians of his time, he knows Kåtyåyana and Patañjali, 
but feels free to disagree with them. 
 
6.3. We turn to a passage on the Paribhå∑å saµnipåtalak∑aˆo vidhir animittaµ tadvighåtasya 
“(That which is taught in) a rule (the application of) which is occasioned by the combination 
(of two things), does not become the cause of the destruction of that (combination)” (tr. 
Kielhorn, 1974a: 410), which is nr. 10 in Abhyankar’s edition, No. 7 in Wujastyk’s edition. 
Vyå∂i discusses extensively the question of the purpose served by this Paribhå∑å. The last 
proposed answer to this question is discussed as follows (p. 7, l. 28 – p. 8, l. 7 in Abhyankar’s 
ed.; Par. 7, l. 41-54 in Wujastyk’s ed.; I follow Wujastyk): 
 
idaµ tarhi prayojanam/ ßaka†au paddhatau/ atra ßaka†I paddhat¥ti sthite idudbhyåm (P. 
7.3.117) ity aukåre k®te ac ca gher (P. 7.3.119) iti ca ßaka†ipaddhatißabdåd akåråntåd 
ata iti †åp pråpnoti/ †åpi ca yå∂ åpa (P. 7.3.113) iti yå† syåt/ tatråni∑†aµ rËpaµ bhavati/ 
saµnipåtalak∑aˆo vidhir animittaµ tadvighåtasyeti na do∑o bhavati/ atra hy 
aukårasaµnipåtajanitam adantatvaµ tad idån¥m aukåravighåtasyånimittaµ bhavati/ 
 etad api nåsti prayojanam/ atråpi hi ac ca gher (P. 7.3.119) iti 
samuccayakaraˆaµ27 pratyåkhyåya prayojanam ucyate tad evaµ yathå syåd yad anyat 
pråpnoti tan må bhËd iti/ kiµ ca pråpnoti/ †åb iti/ tasmåt prayojanaµ m®gyam// 
 
“This then is the purpose: [to make possible the derivation of] ßaka†au (loc. sing. of 
ßaka†i ‘cart’), paddhatau (loc. sing. of paddhati ‘path’). Here, when we have ßaka†i and 
paddhati, when [subsequently] au [has been substituted for the ending ‹i] by [P. 
7.3.117:] idudbhyåm, and [when then a has been substituted for the final i of ßaka†i 
and paddhati] on account of [P. 7.3.119:] ac ca ghe˙, there would be [addition of the 
                                                
27 V.l.: samußcayakaraˆaµ, attåkaraˆaµ, atåkaraˆaµ; Abhyankar emends to atkaraˆaµ. 
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feminine suffix] [389] ÈåP after the word ßaka†i or paddhati, which [now] ends in a, 
[by P. 4.1.4: ajådyata∑ †åp] because [the word now ends in] short a (at) [as required by 
that sËtra]. And when ÈåP is there, the augment yåÈ would be [added to au which 
replaces ‹i] by [P. 7.3.113:] yå∂ åpa˙. In that case an undesired form comes about. 
Owing to [the Paribhå∑å:] saµnipåtalak∑aˆo vidhir animittaµ tadvighåtasya, no fault 
arises. For here the circumstance that [the word ßaka†i or paddhati now] ends in short a 
is brought about by the proximity of au; that [circumstance] does not now become the 
cause of the destruction of [that same sound] au. 
 This too is not the purpose. For here too, after rejecting the use of the two sounds 
[at in the sËtra, where a would have sufficed, its] purpose is said to be that that which 
is applicable [after a has replaced ghi] should not take effect. And what is applicable? 
ÈåP. Therefore the purpose [of this Paribhå∑å] is [still] to be found.” 
 
In order to elucidate the argument, I shall give the two derivations, the incorrect and the 




ßaka†i-au, by P. 7.3.117 ßaka†i-au, by P. 7.3.117 
ßaka†a-au, by P. 7.3.119 ßaka†a-au, by P. 7.3.119 
ßaka†a-ÈåP-au, by P. 4.1.4 ßaka†au, by P. 6.1.88 
ßaka†a-å-yåÈ-au, by P. 7.3.113  
               …  
 
Be it noted that in the incorrect derivation the suffix au is replaced by yå-au, i.e., ultimately 
by yau. This is the reason that au is ‘destroyed’, so that the present Paribhå∑å can come into 
action. 
 What interests us in this passage is the peculiar use that is made of P. 7.3.117 and 119. 
P. 7.3.117 is said to substitute au for ‹i in, say, ßaka†i-i; P. 7.3.119 is said to sebsequently 
substitute a for final i of ßaka†i. We shall compare these statements with the Kåßikå and the 
Mahåbhå∑ya on these rules. They will be shown to fit neither. 
 The Kåßikå on P. 7.3.117-119 reads: 
 
idudbhyåm (P. 7.3.117)/ ikårokåråbhyåµ nad¥sañjñakåbhyåm uttarasya ∫e˙ åm ådeßo 
bhavati/ k®tyåm/ dhenvåm/ 
 
“In the place of [the loc. sing. suffix] ‹i which follows i and u that are [390] called 
nad¥ (in P. 1.4.3-6) comes the substitute åm. [Examples are:] k®tyåm [out of k®ti-‹i], 
dhenvåm [out of dhenu--‹i].” 
 
aut (P. 7.3.118)/ idudbhyåm uttarasya ∫e˙ aukårådeßo bhavati/ yan na nad¥sañjñaµ 
nåpi ghisañjñam ikåråntam, tad ihodåharaˆam/ sakhyau/ patyau/ 
 
“In the place of [the loc. sing. suffix] ‹i which follows i and u, comes the substitute 
au. What ends in i [but] is not called nad¥ [by P. 1.4.3-6, since these cases fall under P. 
7.3.117,] nor is called ghi [by P. 1.4.7-9, since these case fall under P. 7.3.119], that is 
an example for this [sËtra. Instances are:] sakhyau [out of sakhi-‹i], patyau [out of 
pati-‹i].” 
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ac ca ghe˙ (P. 7.3.119)/ aut iti vartate/ ghisañjñakåd uttarasya ∫e˙ aukårådeßo bhavati, 
tasya ca ghe˙ akårådeßo bhavati/ agnau/ våyau/ k®tau/ dhenau/ at iti taparakaraˆaµ 
striyåµ †åpo niv®ttyartham/ … 
 
“aut is [valid in this sËtra from P. 7.3.118]. In the place of [the loc. sing. suffix] ‹i 
which follows what is called ghi (see P. 1.4.7-9), comes the substitute au, and in the 
place of that [preceding] ghi comes the substitute a. [Examples are:] agnau (< agna-au 
< agni-‹i), våyau (< våya-au < våyu-‹i), k®tau (< k®ta-au < k®ti-‹i), dhenau (< 
dhena-au < dhenu-‹i), pa†au (< pa†a-au < pa†u-‹i). The addition of t in at [in the 
sËtra] is in order to prevent [addition of] ÈåP in the feminine.” 
 
We note, in passing, that the final sentence of the above portion of the Kåßikå shows that its 
author was aware of the problem also discussed by Vyå∂i, and solves it, as a matter of fact, in 
exactly the same way as Vyå∂i. 
 It will be clear that the Kåßikå, in the derivation of ßaka†au, does not need P. 7.3.117, 
merely P. 7.3.119. What is more, P. 7.3.117 cannot possibly play a role in this derivation, for 
P. 7.3.117 does not, and cannot, prescribe substitution of au. Substitution of au is prescribed 
in the two sËtras following P. 7.3.117, i.e., in P. 7.3.118 and 119. 
 I can see only one solution to the problem posed by Vyå∂i’s text: Vyå∂i read P. 7.3.117 
and 118 together as one sËtra: idudbhyåm aut “After short i and short u, au [in the place of 
‹i]”. 
[391] 
 But this is very revealing. For in the time of the Mahåbhå∑ya the three sËtras P. 7.3.117-
119 formed one single sËtra (Kielhorn, 1887: 180 (228)). In the time of the Kåßikå, as we 
have seen, the originally single sËtra idudbhyåm aut ac ca ghe˙ had been split into three and 
they were to remain like that ever since. Interestingly, the Kåßikå still knows of people who 
looked upon aud ac ca ghe˙ as a single sËtra.28 The last sentence of the comments on P. 
7.3.119 begins: aud ac ca ghe˙ iti ye∑åm ekam evedaµ sËtram … “Those who think that aud 
ac ca ghe˙ is but a single sËtra …”. It is even more interesting that Candra’s grammar 
contains in C. 6.2.59, 61, 62 equivalents to the three sËtras of the Kåßikå. 
 It seems safe to conclude that we have found another indication that Vyå∂i’s 
Paribhå∑åv®tti belongs to the little known period following Patañjali, and preceding the 
Kåßikå and Candra. 
 
6.4. If the above considerations are correct, Vyå∂i’s Paribhå∑åv®tti represents one of the very 
interesting documents of the history of Påˆinian grammar. It may well be the only surviving 
text from the unknown period in which Patañjali’s Mahåbhå∑ya was not yet taken as the final 
authority, a period, none the less, in which changes — we don’t know how many or how great 
                                                
28 Patañjali (III, p. 342, l. 7-16), following Kåtyåyana, proposes yogavibhåga, first of idudbhyåm aud ac ca ghe˙ 
into idudbhyåm and aud ac ca ghe˙, then of aud ac ca ghe˙ into aut and ac ca ghe˙. This need not, of course, 
imply that in those days aud ac ca ghe˙ was looked upon as one sËtra. 
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— were introduced in the A∑†ådhyåy¥ and all that accompanies it. It needs no argument that 
Vyå∂i’s Paribhå∑åv®tti deserves to be studied closely. 
 Such a study cannot be undertaken here. It is being undertaken by Dr. Dominik 
Wujastyk, who already finished (in Ms.) a critical edition of Vyå∂i’s text. Let us hope that the 





7.1. If we sum up what we have found so far, we can say that the period before Bhart®hari 
— and, we may add, before Candra — saw great activity on the part of Påˆinian 
grammarians. This activity, however, was different from what came to be accepted practice in 
later times. In these early days Patañjali’s Mahåbhå∑ya was certainly studied; but it was not 
considered the final authority as it was later. One could say that the work of Påˆini and 
Patañjali was continued. Suggestions made by Patañjali were turned into reality where the 
later grammarians found them acceptable. Others were rejected. Påˆini’s grammar was made 
‘up to date’ by way of i∑†is and [392] upasaµkhyånas in the commentaries, but also — to an 
extent which unfortunately we cannot get to know — by changes and additions in SËtra-, 
Dhåtu- and Gaˆapå†ha. 
 Regarding the period here studied we possess one explicit description in some verses of 
Bhart®hari’s Våkyapad¥ya.29 The verses are rather obscure, and much has been written about 
their correct interpretation.30 It will be interesting to study them afresh against the background 
of our newly acquired information. We have the additional advantage that we can make use of 
Rau’s recent critical edition of the Våkyapad¥ya, which differs in some crucial respects from 
the text used by all who wrote about these verses. 
 I shall first give the verses together with a translation (§ 7.2). Subsequently I shall 
discuss the reading adopted (§ 7.3) and the interpretation given (§ 7.4), which will then be 
supported by further evidence. 
 
7.2. Våkyapad¥ya 2.481-486 reads: 
 
2.481: pråyeˆa saµk∑eparuc¥n alpavidyåparigrahån/ 
 saµpråpya vaiyåkaraˆån saµgrahe ‘stam upågate// 
2.482: k®te ‘tha påtañjalinå guruˆå t¥rthadarßinå/ 
                                                
29 These verses may have been written, not by Bhart®hari, but by one of his students; see Aklujkar, 1978: 11-16. 
This does not, however, affect their value as historical evidence. 
30 The list of modern authors who dealt with these verses almost reads like a Who is Who in the study of Påˆini: 
Goldstücker (1860: 257-58), Weber (1862: 158-68), Bhandarkar (1873), Kielhorn (1874b, 1875, 1876, 1885: 
188-90 (191-93)), Peterson (1885: 181-83), Thieme (1956: 18-20 (590-92)), M¥måµsaka (1973: I: 341, 348-49, 
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 sarve∑åµ nyåyab¥jånåµ mahåbhå∑ye nibandhane// 
2.483: alabdhagådhe gåmbh¥ryåd uttåna iva sau∑†havåt/ 
 tasminn ak®tabuddh¥nåµ naivåvåsthita nißcaya˙// 
2.484: vaijisaubhavaharyak∑ai˙ ßu∑katarkånusåribhi˙/ 
 år∑e viplåvite granthe saµgrahapratikañcuke// 
2.485: ya˙ påtañjalißi∑yebhyo bhra∑†o vyåkaraˆågama˙/ 
 kålena dåk∑tiˆåtye∑u granthamåtro vyavasthita˙// 
2.486: parvatåd ågamaµ labdhvå bhå∑yab¥jånusåribhi˙/ 
 sa n¥to bahußåkhatvaµ candråcåryådibhi˙ puna˙// 
 
“[481:] When the Saµgraha, upon reaching grammarians who in general liked abridgements 
and possessed little knowledge, had ceased to be studied, 
[482-83:] subsequently definite knowledge [regarding the A∑†ådhyåy¥] was not, according to 
[scholars] who did not use their intellect, to be found in the Mahåbhå∑ya, [a work] which had 
been composed by the guru Patañjali, thoroughly versed in different systemss of knowledge, 
[the Mahåbhå∑ya] which is the basis of all sources of interpretational principles, which is 
unfathomable on account of its depth [but all the same] appearing shallow on account of its 
excellence. 
[393] 
[484:] When the work of the ®∑i (Påˆini), of which the defensive armour (pratikañcuka) [had 
been] the Saµgraha, had been mutilated by Vaiji, Saubhava and Haryak∑a, because [in trying 
to understand it] they had followed their bare reasoning [not taking Patañjali’s views as 
authoritative], 
[485-86:] the traditional knowledge of grammar — which, in the course of time, in the south, 
had fallen from the pupils of Patañjali, [and] existed [there] only in the form of the book (i.e., 
the Mahåbhå∑ya) — was made by Candråcårya and others, who followed the seed-like 
Bhå∑ya, into a many-branched [tree] again, after they had obtained the [correct] traditional 
knowledge from the mountain-range (Himålaya?).” 
 
7.3. The verses from the Våkyapad¥ya have here been reproduced as they appear in Rau’s 
critical edition, with one exception. In verse 486d, Rau’s edition has cåndrå-. A note indicates 
that one of the two hyparchetypes (n) had candrå. This latter reading seems to make more 
sense against the background of what we know regarding Candra’s close adherence of 
Patañjali’s Mahåbhå∑ya, even in his own grammar. 
 The form cåndra, apparently for candra, is in a remarkable way parallel to påtañjali, 
which occurs twice in our passage (482a; 485a). That here Patañjali is meant follows from 
verse 482, where Påtañjali is said to have composed the Mahåbhå∑ya. Rau notes no variants 
                                                                                                                                                  
351), Sharmå (1968: 569-74), Upådhyåya (1968), Iyer (1969: 2-3), Scharfe (1976), Joshi (1976: 127-40), Joshi 
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for 482a, and but few occurrences of patañjali in the Mss. for 485a. We must therefore 
assume that the reading påtañjali is original,31 being a variant of patañjali, and not meaning 
“descendants of the descendants of Patañjali” (Thieme, 1956: 19 (591); cf. Cardona, 1978: 82 
n. 7). 
 The most important deviation from the text as it has almost always been discussed, 
occurs in 485c: the critical edition has kålena, the version discussed by most earlier authors 
has kåle sa. The latter reading seems, at first sight, preferable (Aklujkar, 1978: 10 n. 6), but a 
closer inspection shows this first impression to be wrong. If the reading kåle sa is accepted, sa 
must correspond to ya˙ in 485a, and verse 485 becomes a syntactically closed unit. The result 
is that verse 486 becomes ungrammatical in the way discussed by Aklujkar (1978: 23; 1981: 
584 f.) who observes that “either the accusative ågamam or the nominative sa˙ must be given 
up if 486 is to contain a construction worthy of a grammarian author”. Rau’s Mss. and 
Aklujkar’s observation together leave little doubt that kålena is the correct reading. 
 Earlier authors read in 485c granthamåtre. Rau’s reading granthamåtro [394] 
vyavasthita˙ has, as was pointed out to me by Prof. P. Thieme, a parallel in the second 
Parißi∑†a to the Nirukta (ed. Roth, p. 192): … sa brahmabhËto bhavati såk∑imåtro 
vyavati∑†hate … “he becomes equal to Brahman and exists only as witness”. 
 
7.4. The interpretation here given of the six verses of the Våkyapad¥ya leans, of course, 
heavily on the results of the investigations of earlier authors (see note 30). I shall here focus 
attention on such aspects of my interpretation which deviate from earlier opinions, and on 
questions which had remained unresolved but now seem to allow of a solution. 
 By way of introduction it must be stated that the verses from Kalhaˆa’s Råjatara∫giˆ¥, 
which have often been discussed in combination with the verses of the Våkyapad¥ya, and 
which seem to throw light upon the latter, do not deserve to be looked upon in this way. 
Kalhaˆa lived at least 500 years after Bhart®hari, and cannot be considered an authority 
regarding what happened before Bhart®hari. See in this connection already Peterson, 1885: 
181, and Thieme, 1956: 20 (592) n. 48. Also Puˆyaråja’s (?) explanation of the verses of the 
Våkyapad¥ya does not merit unreserved confidence (cf. Aklujkar, 1982). 
 The most important information which we draw from verses 481-83 is that, after the 
Saµgraha had ceased to be studied, people no longer considered Patañjali’s Mahåbhå∑ya 
authoritative. This information, which can be read in these verses, is abundantly confirmed by 
the evidence collected in the earlier sections of this article. Not that by taking k®te … 
mahåbhå∑ye nibandhane alabdhagådhe … uttån[e] not as a locative absolute, but as being in 
apposition with tasmin (which interpretation is grammatically preferable), verses 481-83 do 
not imply that the Mahåbhå∑ya was composed after the Saµgraha had ceased to be studied. 
                                                                                                                                                  
and Roodbergen (1976: i-xii, xix, xxxxii-xxxiii), Aklujkar (1978, 1981, 1982), Cardona (1978). 
31 Weber (1862: 147 n) gives some reasons to prefer ‘Påtañjali’ to ‘Patañjali’. 
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 The år∑a grantha of verse 484 must be Påˆini’s A∑†ådhyåy¥. We have found ample 
evidence that the A∑†ådhyåy¥ and its appendices were ‘mutilated’ in the period before 
Bhart®hari, and even that Bhart®hari was aware of that (§ 2.5). We found, on the other hand, 
no reason to think that the Mahåbhå∑ya had been mutilated. Since, according to verse 481, the 
trouble started when the Saµgraha had ceased to be studied, the Saµgraha had apparently 
been the “defensive armour” of the A∑†ådhyåy¥. This interpretation of the word pratikañcuka, 
by Thieme (1956: 19 (591)), can therefore be maintained in spite of criticism by Aklujkar 
(1978: 19-23). 
[395] 
 Verse 484 enumerates the names of three grammarians who followed their bare 
reasoning: Vaiji, Saubhava and Haryak∑a. We may assume that they commented upon, and at 
the same time changed, the text of the A∑†ådhyåy¥ in the manner with which we are now 
familiar. These three names do not recur anywhere in the extant grammatical literature of 
India, as far as I know. One notices the relatedness of ‘Saubhava’ and ‘SubhËti’, a variant of 
‘ÍvabhËti’ (§ 4.3, above). 
 
7.5. Verses 485-86 deserve particularly close attention becauses they seem to have been 
misinterpreted in an essential way by all except Scharfe (1976: 276). All others thought that 
verse 485 tells us that the grammatical tradition existed only in books only in the south; verse 
486 was then taken to mean that Candra had to get these books from a particular mountain (or 
person) in the south. 
 All this is unacceptable. We do not know exactly which books were part of the 
grammatical tradition meant by Bhart®hari (see however § 7.6, below). It is certain that the 
Mahåbhå∑ya was one (perhaps the only one) of them. The preceding sections of this article 
show that the Mahåbhå∑ya was extensively studied in the time preceding Candra. It is 
therefore impossible to believe that the Mahåbhå∑ya led a moribund existence somewhere on 
a mountain in the south. Rather, verses 485-86 tell us that the Patañjalian oral tradition had 
disappeared in the south, but survived in the north. To reintroduce this oral tradition in the 
south, Candra had to travel to the mountain-range in the north, which is, most probably, the 
Himålaya, the mountain-range par excellence. 
 Before we consider some more evidence which supports this interpretation, we note that 
our verses do not say that at a certain time there was no grammatical tradition at all. Rather, 
they claim that, primarily in the south, this tradition had fallen from the pupils of Patañjali. In 
view of what we have learned in the preceding sections, there is no reason to doubt that the 
Påˆinian tradition had come into the hands of others who studied the Mahåbhå∑ya but were 
not pupils of Patañjali, in the sense that they did not consider him the final authority on 
Påˆini’s grammar. 
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 Our interpretation of verses 485-486 seems to imply that Candra lived in the south. And 
since Bhart®hari seems to belong to the tradition which had been revived by Candra, he too 
may have lived in the south. There is some evidence in support of both. 
[396] 
 Rau (1980; see also Bronkhorst, 1981a, and Rau, 1981) has shown, on the basis of the 
Vedic quotations in the Våkyapad¥ya and Mahåbhå∑yad¥pikå, “that Bhart®hari was more 
familiar with the sacred lore of [the Maitråyaˆ¥ya] branch of the Black Yajurveda than with 
that of any other Vedic School: he may, indeed, have been a Maitråyaˆ¥ya” (p. 180). If 
Bhart®hari was a Maitråyaˆ¥ya, we are in a position to say something about his probable place 
of residence. Maitråyaˆ¥yas are known to have lived (and still live) primarily in Gujarat and 
the region of the river Godåvar¥ in north Mahårå∑†ra, further in the south of Madhya Pradesh, 
Bengal and Orissa (Schroeder, 1881: XXII-XXV; Renou, 1947: 199, 203; Witzel, 1981 f.: § 
1.5, §2.3; notes 198, 199, 200, 204, 205, 283, 284). Assuming then that Bhart®hari lived in the 
south, i.e., south of the Vindhya range, his most llikely area was the region extending from 
Gujarat to the area of Nasik in Mahårå∑†ra. This conjecture finds some support in what we 
know about Candra’s region. 
 The only information we have about Candra’s locality has been discovered by Hartmut 
Scharfe (1976). It is obtained by means of an “index fossil”, as Scharfe (borrowing the term 
from Liebich) calls it. Since, however, Scharfe overlooked an important point, and therefore 
drew a partially incorrect conclusion, we shall study the evidence anew. 
 Candra’s grammar, following Påˆini’s, introduces two groups of future suffixes, 
represented by l®† (first future) and lu† (second future) respectively. l®† expresses future events 
in general (C. 1.3.2: bhavi∑yati l®†), lu† those that do not take place that same day (C. 1.3.3: 
anadyatane lu†). The V®tti on C. 1.3.106 gives some additional information about the correct 
use of the two groups of future suffixes (p. 114, l. 21 – p. 115, l. 1; p. 115, l. 6-8): 
 
bhavi∑yati maryådåvacane ‘varasmin pravibhåge sannikar∑akhyåpanaparatvåd 
vivak∑åyå lu∂ na bhavati/ yo ‘yam adhvå gantavya å på†aliputråt tasya yad avaraµ 
kaußåmbyås tatraudanaµ bhok∑yåmahe/ … maryådåvacanåbhåve … 
viprakar∑aparatvåd vivak∑åyå anadyatanavidhir bhavaty eva/ yo ‘yam adhvå 
niravadhiko gantavyas tasya yad avaraµ kaußåmbyås tatraudanaµ bhoktåsmahe/ 
 
“For a future [event], if a limit is expressed, lu† is not [used] with respect to the nearby 
part, because the intention is to express proximity. [An example is:] ‘The road that 
must be traversed to På†aliputra — on the part of it which is this side of Kaußåmb¥ we 
shall eat (bhok∑yåmahe; first future) [397] rice’. … If no limit is expressed, the rule 
regarding ‘not that same day’ (C. 1.3.3) is certainly [applied], because distance is 
intended to be expressed. [An example is:] ‘The limitless road that must be traversed 
— on the part of it which is this side of Kaußåmb¥ we shall eat (bhoktåsmahe; second 
future) rice’.” 
 
We are interested in the examples given in this passage. They show, as Scharfe correctly saw, 
that Candra, when he wanted to travel to På†aliputra, had to pass through Kaußåmb¥. He must 
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therefore have lived somewhere to the west of Kaußåmb¥. What Scharfe failed to see is that, 
for these examples to make sense, Candra must have lived a considerable distance from 
Kaußåmb¥, far more than could possibly be traversed in a single day. Only then is the first 
example a convincing exception to the rule that lu† must be used for a future event that does 
not take place that same day; and only then can Candra say regarding the second example that 
this rule must certainly be applied. 
 From which parts of India, not too close to Kaußåmb¥, would one travel to På†aliputra 
through Kaußåmb¥? Kaußåmb¥ lay on the main road which connected På†aliputra with 
Mathurå32 and further the northwest of India (Påˆini’s uttarapatha; P. 5.1.77). It is more 
interesting that in Kaußåmb¥ the main road from the south33 joined the northern road 
(Schwartzberg, 1978: 19, 24). That is to say, for everyone travelling from Ujjayin¥ or beyond 
to På†aliputra, Kaußåmb¥ would be the most important stop after a long journey through the 
Vindhya forests. This means that an assumed residence of Candra in Gujarat or north 
Mahårå∑†ra would fit his examples extraordinarily well. 
 We conclude that, even if certainty is beyond reach, the data which we possess 
regarding the residence of Candra and Bhart®hari favour the western part of India, just south 
of the Vindhyas. 
 
7.6. A few more remarks about verses 485-86 must be made. I analyze the compound 
bhå∑yab¥ja in accordance with P. 2.1.56, so that it comes to mean: “seed-like Bhå∑ya”. This 
seems to do most justice to the other simile in the verse, according to which the grammatical 
tradition was made into a many-branched tree. Since the Mahåbhå∑ya is part, even the centre, 
of this grammatical tradition (see § 6.5, above), the two similes fit very well together. 
 In order to understand what is meant by the “many-branched [tree]” of [398] 486c, we 
may recall Kielhorn’s (1883: 26-27) remark regarding Bhart®hari’s Mahåbhå∑yad¥pikå: “In 
fact, I know of few grammarians who so frequently quote the opinion of others as he [i.e., 
Bhart®hari] does …” It appears that in Bhart®hari’s time the grammatical  tradition based on 
Patañjali’s Mahåbhå∑ya led a vigorous life, that many interpretations were proposed and 
studied. 
 Kielhorn continues the above remark, saying: “nothing is more to be regretted than that 
he [i.e., Bhart®hari] should have introduced those opinions by such vague expressions as eke 
varˆayanti, anye varˆayanti, apare varˆayanti, anye∑åµ darßanam, apare∑åµ vyåkhyånam, 
etc., and should not have recorded the names of the scholars to whom he must have been 
                                                
32 This means that someone from Mathurå would travel to På†aliputra through Kaußåmb¥, not through Såketa, as 
Patañjali the author of the Mahåbhå∑ya would (Mbh. II, p. 162, l. 6-12; on P. 3.3.136). Patañjali cannot, 
therefore, have lived “either in Mathurå or not far from it”, as Scharfe (1976: 274) thinks. For maps, see 
Schwartzberg, 1978: 19 Plate III.B.5 and 24 Plate III.C.5a. 
33 This road may have been the original dak∑iˆåpatha (lit. “southern road”). This term came to designate initially 
a small region in the south, later the south in general. It is interesting that the region initially called dak∑iˆåpatha 
was “a remote settlement or colony on the banks of the upper Godhåvar¥ [= Godåvar¥]” (Rhys Davids, 1903: 30; 
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indebted for his own learning.” This vagueness, be it noted, prevails primarily where the 
Mahåbhå∑ya is explained. With regard to the interpretation of sËtras Bhart®hari is more 
concrete; he speaks of V®ttikåras, i.e., authors of books, and mentions Kuˆi by name (§ 2.5, 
above). 
 It is tempting to conclude from the above that Bhart®hari was the first to write a 
commentary on the Mahåbhå∑ya. He could make use of opinions expressed and discussed in a 
clearly interested generation of grammarians. But conceivably these opinions were expressed 
only orally, and did not, for that reason, become closely associated with certain individuals. It 
is certain that no clear indications have been found anywhere that earlier commentaries than 
Bhart®hari’s on the Mahåbhå∑ya existed. 
 But if indeed no earlier commentaries on the Mahåbhå∑ya existed, the written part of 
the “grammatical tradition kept by the pupils of Patañjali” consisted of no more than the text 
of the Mahåbhå∑ya. If then, in the south, the Patañjalian tradition had been reduced to books 





8. From the above considerations we can safely conclude that the early centuries following 
Patañjali saw a rather great activity in the Påˆinian school of grammar. This activity was for 
an important part aimed at improving Påˆini’s grammar and did not shy away from making 
material changes in all parts of this grammar. We have evidence of changes in and additions 
to SËtra-, Gaˆa- and Dhåtupå†ha. 
 Interestingly, many of these changes were apparently made under the [399] influence of 
Patañjali’s Mahåbhå∑ya. Indeed, there is no evidence whatever that the study of Patañjali’s 
work was in any way neglected during this period. We do, however, have reason to believe 
that the Mahåbhå∑ya was not looked upon as the final authority in matters grammatical. Often 
the changes introduced in the A∑†ådhyåy¥ and its appendices follow Patañjali to some extent, 
but not all the way. 
 There is, unfortunately, no way of deciding the extent to which changes were 
introduced in Påˆini’s grammar. The Mahåbhå∑ya is really all we have to go by. Where the 
Mahåbhå∑ya is silent, we are left in the dark. In the cases of sËtras, we can still ask in how far 
it is possible to remove one or more of them from its (their) context without making what 
remains unintelligible. In the end we are left with a great number of sËtras and entries in the 
Dhåtu- and Gaˆapå†ha that may, wholly or partly, be post-Patañjalian additions.34 
                                                                                                                                                  
cf. Malalasekera, 1937: 1050-51, s.v. Dakkhiˆåpatha). This region — the south par excellence — is also the one 
in or near which we suspect Candra and Bhart®hari to have lived. 
34 Liebich (1928: 49) concludes his concordance Påˆini-Candra with the words: “… die Kondordanz [liefert] den 
unumstösslichen Beweis dafür, dass Panini’s SËtrapå†ha, von ein Paar verschwindenden Fällen abgesehen, im 
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 All this shows that the opinion according to which the Påˆinian system stopped 
developing with Patañjali,35 needs rethinking. It rather seems that the development went on, 
and determined — to an extent that can no longer be ascertained — the form of Påˆini’s 
grammar as we know it, in spite of efforts by later grammarians to return to Påˆini. 
 
 
APPENDIX I: JAYÓDITYA AND VÓMANA 
 
The Kåßikå36 is known to contain internal inconsistencies. This is traditionally explained by 
saying that the Kåßikå had two authors, Jayåditya and Våmana. In this appendix I shall show 
that this explanation is unsatisfactory, and that another explanation is possible. It will further 
be shown that the double authorship itself is open to doubt. 
 Jinendrabuddhi’s Nyåsa, the oldest commentary on the Kåßikå, mentions Jayåditya and 
Våmana on a few occasions. 
(i) The Nyåsa on P. 1.1.5 (I, p. 85, l. 14-30) notes a contradiction between the Kåßikå on P. 
1.1.5 and P. 3.2.139 on the one hand, and the Kåßikå on P. 7.2.11 on the other. It quotes the 
Kåßikå on P. 3.2.139 and ascribes it to Jayåditya; it also quotes the Kåßikå on P. 7.2.11 and 
ascribes it to Våmana. It further makes a mention of a V®tti by Jayåditya on P. 7.2.11, to 
which it ascribes a position which is in accord with the Kåßikå on P. 3.2.139. 
(ii) The Nyåsa on P. 3.1.33 (II, p. 410, l. 28 – p. 411, l. 27) notes a contradiction between the 
Kåßikå on P. 3.1.33 and the Kåßikå on P. 7.1.58. [400] It ascribes the Kåßikå on P. 3.1.33 to 
Jayåditya, and the Kåßikå on P. 7.1.58 (which it quotes) to Våmana. It further refers to 
Jayåditya’s commentary on P. 6.4.22, in a way which does not allow us to make sure if our 
Kåßikå is meant or not.37 
 It has been concluded from the above (and from remarks in other, later, grammatical 
works) that both Jayåditya and Våmana commented upon the whole of the A∑†ådhyåy¥, but 
that the Kåßikå as we know it consists of parts from these two commentaries joined together 
(cf. Ojihara, 1961: 753 ((11))). 
                                                                                                                                                  
fünften Jahrhundert n. Chr. Bereits den und bekanntent Inhalt hatte.” This is not much of a consolation, for in 
Candra’s time the harm had been done already. 
 One rule that is almost certain to be a later addition is P. 4.1.117 (vikarˆaßu∫gacchagalåd 
vatsabharadvåjåtri∑u), since it mentions the Íu∫gas, who ruled in northern India long after Påˆini. P. 4.1.117 is 
not mentioned or used in the Mahåbhå∑ya, and can be removed with impunity. Another such rule may be P. 
1.4.106; see Sarma, date unknown: 56-57. 
35 Cf. Rau, 1979: 159: “Er [= Patañjali] brachte das påˆineische System der Sanskritgrammatik zum Abschluss, 
sein magnum opus wurde in der Folgezeit nur noch kommentiert …, nich mehr weitergebildet.” 
36 It is worth while to recall Mazumdar’s (1912) observation that the name Kåßikå does not prove that this 
commentary was composed in Kåß¥, i.e., Benares, as Haradatta maintains in his Padamañjar¥ (I, p. 6, l. 7-8). 
Kåßikå may simply mean ‘illuminating’. Cf. S®∑†idhara’s remark kåßayati prakåßayati sËtrårtham iti kåßikå (cited 
in Mahesh Dutt Sharma, 1974: 20). 
37 On P. 3.1.78 (II, p. 457, l. 22-25) the Nyåsa referes to the Kåßikå on P. 6.4.23 and describes it as that what the 
V®ttikåra himself will say. This supports the view that in Jinendrabuddhi’s opinion the Kåßikå on Adhyåyas 3 
and 6 — and therefore probably on the first six Adhyåyas — was written by one person, viz., Jayåditya. 
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 There is no unanimity regarding who wrote what. The Ms. tradition of Kashmir ascribes 
the first four Adhyåyas to Jayåditya, the remaining four to Våmana; Harid¥k∑ita ascribes 
Adhyåyas 1, 2, 5 and 6 to Jayåditya, the remaining ones to Våmana; while most Mss. tend to 
make the division after Adhyåya 5: what comes before it it Jayåditya’s, the rest Våmana’s 
(Ojihara, 1961: 753 ((11))). 
 Difficulties arise once we look at other inconsistencies in the Kåßikå. Ojihara (1961, 
1962, 1964) discusses some: 
(i) between the Kåßikå on P. 1.1.57 and on P. 6.4.19 (1961: 751-749 ((13)-(15))); 
(ii) between the Kåßikå on P. 1.1.58 and P. 6.4.100 on the one hand, and on P. 8.2.26 on the 
other (1962); 
(iii) between the Kåßikå on P. 1.1.68 and on P. 4.4.35 (1964). 
 Further inconsistencies came to light in the present article: 
(i) between the Kåßikå on P. 4.1.18 and on P. 4.1.105 (§ 3.2.1, above); 
(ii) between the Kåßikå on P. 8.4.7 and on P. 8.4.11 (§ 3.2.2, above); 
(iii) between the Kåßikå on P. 6.1.63 and on P. 4.2.80 (§ 3.2.3, above); 
(iv) between the Kåßikå on P. 4.1.74 and on P. 4.1.80 (§ 3.2.4, above); 
(v) between the Kåßikå on P. 1.1.37 and on P. 1.1.38-41 (§ 2.5, above). 
 It is clear that it is virtually impossible to divide the Kåßikå in such a way that no 
inconsistencies remain in the portions to be ascribed to Jayåditya resp. Våmana. One wonders 
if the whole story was not invented in order to explain away at least some of the 
inconsistencies. 
 The most likely person to have proposed this solution is Jinendrabuddhi, the author of 
the Nyåsa, probably the first commentary on the Kåßikå. We have seen that on at least two 
occasions Jinendrabuddhi indeed refers to Jayåditya and Våmana in order to explain a 
contradiction. 
 The fact that the colophons of the Kåßikå mention Jayåditya sometimes and Våmana 
sometimes presents no problem. These colophons may have [401] been added under the 
influence of the commentary Nyåsa. It can be proved that the Nyåsa exerted a profound 
influence on even the text tradition of the Kåßikå, in the following manner: The Mss. of the 
Kåßikå are unanimous in giving as second introductory verse: 
 
i∑†yupasa∫khyånavat¥ ßuddhagaˆå viv®tagË∂hasËtrårthå / 
vyutpannarËpasiddhir v®ttir iyaµ kåßikå nåma // 
 
The verse also occurs at the very end of the Kåßikå. Did it occur twice over from the 
beginning? Clearly not. The Nyåsa quotes it after the first introductory verse, saying (I, p. 5, l. 
30-32): tathå ca vak∑yati ßåstrånte: i∑†yupasaµkhyånavat¥ … “And he’ll say thus at the end of 
the book: i∑†yupasaµkhyånavat¥ …”. Apparently this verse got into all the Mss. of the Kåßikå 
from the Nyåsa. Is it then surprising that the names ‘Jayåditya’ and ‘Våmana’ got into the 
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colophons on  account of some statements in the Nyåsa? The fact that the Mss. widely differ 
from each other in the actual distribution of these names over the Pådas further supports this 
view. 
 Where then did the idea of a double authorship of the Kåßikå come from? Perhaps I-
ching’s account of the Sanskrit grammarians can shed light on this question. 
 I-ching (see Takakusu, 1896: 175-78) does not directly mention the Kåßikå. He does 
mention a V®tti-sËtra and ascribes it to Jayåditya (Brough, 1973: 255). He further maintains 
that Patañjali’s CËrˆi (= Mahåbhå∑ya) is a commentary on the V®tti-sËtra. 
 There can be no doubt that there is much confusion in this account. The context shows 
that by ‘V®tti-sËtra’ the vårttikas are meant (Brough, 1973: 256). But the vårttikas were 
written by Kåtyåyana, not by Jayåditya. 
 Here, however, it must be observed that many of Kåtyåyana’s vårttikas and other 
vårttika-like statements38 (i∑†is and upasaµkhyånas) are present in our Kåßikå. Could it be that 
they were collected, and some of them even composed, by Jayåditya? In that case I-ching’s 
confusion becomes understandable: Both Kåtyåyana and Jayåditya were somehow 
responsible for a collection of vårttikas. Kåtyåyana’s vårttikas were commented upon in 
Patañjali’s Mahåbhå∑ya; Jayåditya’s ‘vårttikas’ were incorporated into a V®tti, the Kåßikå-
V®tti, and could therefore be called ‘V®tti-sËtra’.39 The size of 18 000 ßlokas, which I-ching 
assigns to the ‘V®tti-sËtra’, must of course be understood to apply to the combination ‘V®tti-
sËtra’ + V®tti, i.e., to the Kåßikå as a whole. 
[402] 
 Let it be admitted that the above is somewhat speculative. But it cannot be denied that it 
clears up a number of obscure points. Not only I-ching’s account gains in intelligibility, it 
also becomes clear why the names of two authors are connected with the Kåßikå: Jayåditya 
wrote the ‘vårttikas’ or even ‘v®tti-sËtras’, Våmana the remainder of the commentary.40 
 How do we now explain the inconsistencies in the Kåßikå? A number of them turned 
out to be due to the reluctance on the part of the author(s?) of the Kåßikå to deviate from what 
they received from tradition. Is it not likely that all the inconsistencies must be explained in 
this way? The Kåßikå, bringing together material from different sources, never bothered to 
remove the inconsistencies which existed between the sources, or even found inconsistencies 




                                                
38 Vedpati Mishra (1970: 145-52) enumerates the vårttikas of the Kåßikå which are not, or not in that form, 
found in the Mahåbhå∑ya. 
39 This use of the term deviates from Patañjali’s use of it; see Brough, 1973: 256. 
40 Of course, another possibility is that Våmana and Jayåditya are two names for one and the same person, as 
Colebrooke and Bålaßåstrin thought (Müller, 1880: 306). But this would leave I-ching’s account unintelligible. 
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APPENDIX II: ÍABARA AND PATAÑJALI 
 
There has been some controversy regarding the chronological relationship between Íabara, 
the author of the M¥måµsåbhå∑ya, the extensive commentary on the M¥måµsåsËtras, and 
Patañjali, the author of the (Vyåkaraˆa-)Mahåbhå∑ya; see Devasthali, 1942, 1949, 1951; 
Kane, 1922, 1945; and Garge, 1952: 23-25. The remarkable fact is that Íabara mentions 
Påˆini and Kåtyåyana by name, but not Patañjali. Påˆini is mentioned under M¥måµsåsËtras 
1.1.5; 10.6.5 and 10.8.4; Kåtyåyana under sËtra 10.8.4. 
 However, even though Patañjali’s name is never mentioned in the M¥måµsåbhå∑ya, 
phrases from his Mahåbhå∑ya are quoted therein. Garge (1952: 23-25) discusses ten such 
cases. 
 In spite of this, there are indications that Patañjali and Kåtyåyana had not reached by 
the time of the M¥måµsåbhå∑ya the position of respect which they obtained later. The first 
one is, of course, that neither Patañjali nor his Mahåbhå∑ya is ever mentioned by name. 
Another one has been pointed out by Devasthali (1949: 233, 236 f.). It concerns Íabara’s 
dissolution of the compound dharmajijñåså in sËtra 1.1.1; it is: dharmåya jijñåså (I, p. 2). This 
does not necessarily conflict with Påˆini’s grammar, nor with Kåtyåyana’s interpretation of it. 
It does, however, conflict with Patañjali’s Mahåbhå∑ya.41 P. 2.1.36 reads: caturth¥ 
tadarthårthabalihitasukharak∑itai˙ “(A word ending in) the fourth case (is optionally 
compounded) with (semantically connected, case-inflected words signifying) ‘a thing for the 
sake of (that meaning [403] expressed by the word in the fourth cas)’ and with (the 
semantically connected, case-inflected words) artha ‘thing’, bali ‘food-offering’, hita ‘good’, 
sukha ‘pleasant’ and rak∑ita ‘reserved’” (tr. Joshi, 1969: 202). Kåtyåyana observes in a 
number of vårttikas that this sËtra covers too many cases. He proposes that the qualification 
vik®ti˙ prak®tyå “(a word ending in the fourth case, signifying) a product, (is compounded) 
with (a word signifying) the material” (tr. Joshi, 1969: 205) be added to the sËtra, but 
specifies that then the exceptions aßvaghåsa etc. must be mentioned (vt. 3 on P. 2.1.36: vik®ti˙ 
prak®tyeti ced aßvaghåsåd¥nåm upasaµkhyånam). That is to say, according to Kåtyåyana 
there is a row of compounds which must be dissolved such that the first member gets a dative 
case-ending, even though it does not denote a product made of the material denoted by the 
second member. E.g., aßvaghåsa˙ must be dissolved aßvåya ghåsa˙ “fodder for a horse”, 
according to Kåtyåyana. Patañjali disagrees and states that compounds like aßvaghåsa are 
genitive compounds (Mbh. I, p. 389, l. 11-12: aßvaghåsådaya˙ ∑a∑†h¥samåså bhavi∑yanti). In 
view hereof we must conclude that the dissolution dharmåya jijñåså of dharmajijñåså in the 
M¥måµsåbhå∑ya is made in disregard of Patañjali’s remark. Since Íabara knew the 
Mahåbhå∑ya, we are led to the conclusion that he accorded no great authority to it. 
                                                
41 A translation and explanation of the Bhå∑ya passage to be discussed can be found in Joshi, 1969: 202-10. 
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 Another passage shows the limited respect in which Kåtyåyana was held. On M¥S 
10.8.4 (IV, p. 201) Íabara concludes a discussion stating bluntly that Påˆini speaks truth, 
Kåtyåyana untruth42 (sadvåditvåc ca påˆiner vacanam/ asadvåditvån na kåtyåyanasya/ 
asadvåd¥ hi vidyamånam apy anupalabhya brËyåt/). Devasthali (1949: 239 n) rightly observes 
that this is “diametrically opposed to the traditional dictum ‘Yathottaraµ mun¥nåµ 
Pråmåˆyam’.” 
 What conclusions can be drawn from the above? Very little regarding the date of 
composition of the M¥måµsåbhå∑ya. Disrespect for Patañjali and his Mahåbhå∑ya was 
widespread until Candra and traces of it are still found in the Kåßikå, as we have seen. It is 
more promising to see if Íabara’s disrespect for Patañjali may be an indication as to the 
former’s locality. We know that the concluding verses of the second Kåˆ∂a of the 
Våkyapad¥ya strongly suggest that the disrespect for Patañjali was strongest in the south. Is it 
possible that Íabara lived in the south? 
 Some independent evidence seems to support this supposition. Íabara, like Bhart®hari, 
may have been a Maitråyaˆ¥ya. Garge (1943; 1952: 19-22) [404] has shown that Íabara’s 
procedure indicates that the text of the Maitråyaˆ¥ Saµhitå was most familiar to him, that he 
reverts to it whenever possible. If Íabara was indeed a Maitråyaˆ¥ya, the odds are that he 
lived in the area which we specified for Bhart®hari: Gujarat or north Mahårå∑†ra. Other 
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D. Bhart®hari’s Mahåbhå∑yad¥pikå 
Dhp. Påˆinian Dhåtupå†ha; see Katre, 1967 
Mbh. Patañjali’s Mahåbhå∑ya; Kielhorn’s edition 
M¥S M¥måµså-sËtra 
P. Påˆinian sËtra 
Par. Paribhå∑å 
vt. vårttika 
 
